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Quarterly Report
July- August 2017

THIS IS A LISTING OF MAJOR PROBLEMS AND NEEDS WITHIN THE WAGA-TV SERVICE AREA AND 
A SAMPLING OF THE NEWS PROGRAMS DIRECTED TO THESE ISSUES IN THE PRECEDING THREE 
MONTHS.

Description of Typical and Illustrative Programs

GOOD DAY ATLANTA: “GDA” is a daily program with local and national news, as well as interviews 
that address topical issues and the people affected by them.  
(Monday-Friday 4:30-10:00am, and Saturday-Sunday 6:00-8:30am)

FOX5 NEWS: In-depth local and national news.  
(Monday-Friday 12:00N-1:00pm; 5:00-6:00pm; and 11:00-11:30pm; 
Sunday, 11:00-11:30pm; and, 
Monday-Sunday, 6:00-7:00pm and 10:00-11:00pm)

Wednesday’s Child: The goal of this project is to give difficult-to-adopt children 
a fighting chance.  The Wednesday's Child program is nationally known and 
nationally successful in placing children in need of homes.   FOX5 News is now 
taking part in that success with a series of stories, benefiting the kids and the 
community.

The Georgia Gang: This show is Atlanta’s longest running public affairs 
program airing Sundays at 8:30a.m. (repeating at 11:30p.m.)  The weekly half-
hour program, hosted by Dick Williams, includes a panel discussion of a variety 
of timely topics and provides a forum for state and local issues.
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EDUCATION

7/6/17 8A & 9A 4:00
It was once the Cedartown Coca-Cola Bottling Company---now the historic building  is a museum.  The  Cedartown 
Museum of Coca-Cola Memorabilia officially opened in 2016---today the property houses a large collection of 
Coca-Cola memorabilia, including ads and coupons dating back to the 1880s

7/14/17 9A 3:05
Pike’s Nursery experts give some advice for  taking care of those houseplants with a rainy day project

7/15/18 5p/6p 3:00
Tonight, there's a big housing shortage at one of the area's biggest colleges and it's creating some headaches.
Hundreds of Georgia state students will be in a hotel until the school figures out where to house them.

8/21/17                           5pm                        1:30
Many school systems across the area also got in on the action and some even got to end their school day a little early 
because of the eclipse.  At Harris elementary school in Gwinnett County students had quite the time during today's 
eclipse.

8/21/17                               6pm   2:35
People packed into Fernbank Science center today to get an up-close look at the total solar eclipse through 
telescopes. We spoke with some future scientists about this incredible science lesson.

7/17/17 9A 3:30
Trash or Treasure----antique expert Paul Brown is here to look over some viewer items that could be trash or 
treasure

7/24/17 9A 3:45
It’s Back to School time…and social media plays a bigger, and bigger part in the process and growing up…a local 
dad and former NFL communications director shares some dos and don’ts for you

7/24/17 8A & 9A 3:00
The Palefsky Collions Project at the National Center for Civil and Human Rights----is a 3 week project where gifted 
students are turning a graphic novel penned by civil rights icon and congressman John Lewis is brought to live in a 
short play

7/25/17 9A 3:20
Atlanta Public School Supeintendent Dr. Maria Carstarphen stops by to talk about this year’s Back to School Bash

7/28/17 9A 2:55
Pike Nursery experts are here to teach us how to create a moonlight garden for your landscape

7/31/17 6/8/9 3:15
More back to school—this time in Cobb county---where 1 in 8 teachers in the county are new. They hired 1100 new 
teachers for the school year including the Mayor of Kennesaw

8/1/17 6/8/9 3:20
Back to school----this time in Atlanta Public Schools ---we include an overview of some new curriculum in place 
and charter schools

8/4/17 5A & 8A 1:55
Back to School budget shopping
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8/4/17 9A 2:10
Pike Nursery experts are here to talk about easy care orchids and their varieties

8/7/17 5/6/7/8 2:45
Back to school for Dekalb County---Georgia’s 4th largest school district

8/7/17 5/7/9 3:00
Back to school for Gwinnett County---Georgia’s largest school district

8/7/17 7A & 9A 3:00
New Collar Jobs:  The money is in IT jobs. But there is a new classification of worker emerging---the IT employee 
without a 4-year degree.  IBM, for example, says 15 percent of its work force now comes from the employee with a 
certification or 2-year technical degree.  Georgia is making a push to open more schools with this focus

8/8/17 5A/7A/9A 2:15
Solar eclipse preps: it’s called “The Great American Solar Eclipse” seen across parts of the entire continental U.S. 
We take a look at the science behind the phenomenon

8/14/17 5A & 8A 2:30
Solar eclipse chaser:  we meet up with a man who’s been chasing solar eclipses around the globe for years

8/15/17 5A/7A/9A 2:45
Solar eclipse camping---yes, that’s right with hotel rooms at a premium in the path of total totality----you can still 
find some prime camping locations---and some new “pop-up” camping sites

8/16/17 7A & 9A 2:35
Solar Eclipse APPS:   we show viewers what apps are out there for enjoying the eclipse event

8/17/17 5A & 8A 1:50
Solar eclipse preps at a local school----we highlight a DIY project for viewing the eclipse

8/17/17 9A 3:30
The 13th annual health fair sponsored by Congressman David Scott’s office. The fair provides vital health screenings 
and information at no cost from the region’s best healthcare providers

8/18/17 9A 3:20
Pike Nursery experts talk about the lowdown on landscaping.  While we all may wish for the perfectly manicured 
lawn and magazine worth garden-----but there are also benefits to landscaping beyond beautification? Designers 
explain how a good landscape helps improve home life and saves money

8/21/17 5/6/7/8/9 3:00
It’s solar eclipse day----we talk to folks gearing up for the afternoon Great American eclipse

8/21/17 7A/8A/9A 4:00
Fernbank Science Center hosts a viewing party for the Great American Eclipse: the center features a planetarium 
and an Observatory---complete with the Southeast’s largest telescope

8/21/17 9A 1:00
We talk with a NASA scientist about viewing the eclipse from space

8/23/17                            10/11pm                     5:15
A Coweta county mother is taking a stand after three of her children received un-excused absences for missing 
school  to witness the solar eclipse.
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You may remember that Coweta county had planned to to provide eclipse glasses to every student and employee, 
but 24-thousand pairs of glasses purchased by the school system were recalled by Amazon because they may not 
have met safety standards. The mother claims some students received excused absences but others did not.

8/25/17 9A 3:05
As we prepare to celebrate National Dog Day----we have some ways to create pet-friendly space to give peace of 
mind when fur-babies are inside the home or outside in the yard for the day

8/28/17 7A & 9A 2:10
The value of  college majors.  Some college degrees are more lucrative than others----some well , you might e 
passionate about it----but it doesn’t pay. STEM degrees and advances business and financial degrees fare best 

8/29/17 5A & 7A 2:55
Reality Ride Simulator----this simulator is traveling across the U.S. and Canada demonstrating the importance of 
driving---but avoiding distractions while doing so is key (e.g. cellphone and other electronic device distraction)

8/31/17 9A 3:30
A picking segment---we learn how to pickle some of your garden favorites from the chef from Canoe

8/31/17                 5/6/10pm                    6:40
A group of parents are concerned after they read a poem given to dozens of middle school students at a Polk county 
school. Teachers say the context of the poem was used for a Greek mythology lesson.
But the school system says this was an unfortunate mistake, and will never happen again.

9/4/17 5A & 7A 2:45
Local Atlanta school district school wins top honors.  We salute E. Rivers ES

9/04/17           5pm            3:25
When you think of p-e class, it's hard not to think of kickball, dodgeball, and smelly lockers. But that's not how p-e 
works at one elementary school in Atlanta. E. Rivers elementary school takes p-e to a whole new level and the 
governor's office has taken notice.

9/05/17                5pm         2:15
An Atlanta school board member has voiced his opposition to the proposed end of DACA, saying parents are now 
scared to let their children come to school. He's written the president a letter asking him to reverse his decsion

9/6/17 7A & 9A 2:45
Millenials and cars: many wait to get their license---and 20 percent say they won’t need one.  Plus 50 percent want a 
“green” car over traditional models

9/7/17 5A/7A/9A 3:10
Autocoach APP:  Local spinal center teams up to create an APP designed for parents teaching their teenagers to 
drive.  All aimed at preventing accidents of all kids, but particularly those which leave patients with debilitating 
injuries.

9/13/17 5p/6p 3:00
A number of school districts have cancelled classes tomorrow because they don't have power or because their 
buildings have damage. DeKalb, Lumpkin, banks, Pickens and Habersham counties along with Gainesville city 
schools have all called off school. Fox 5's Doug Evans talked to school leaders in Fayette County about what goes 
into the decision to cancel classes.

9/15/17 7A & 9A 2:45
Pike Nursery experts stop by to talk about decorating with Mums and other Fall color
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9/15/17 9A 3:15
Culinary academy students are in studio to prepare a dish—that is part of the Westside Works---and will be sold at 
the new Mercedes-Benz stadium

9/18/17 5A & 8A 2:45
Berkmar ROTC students rescue a lady in distress

9/18/17 8A & 9A 4:00
Sid the Science Kids from the award winning PBS show is now part of an exhibit at the Childrens Museum of 
Atlanta

9/20/17 9AM 3:00
A survivor story---we profile a cardiac patient who is leading her Heart Walk team in this week’s Heart Walk

9/21/17 5A & 7A 3:15
Check your Car Seats for Child Safety Week:  AAA and the Auto Club Group Traffic Safety Foundation are 
highlighting Child Passenger Safety Week---by encouraging parents  and caregivers to review best practices for 
child safety, minimize distractions and check their child’s car seat for proper installation and fit.

9/22/17 9A 2:40
Pike Nursery experts stop by to talk about lawn care throughout the seasons.

9/27/17 9A 3:10
Tips on how to book an acting role when you are just breaking into the business with Extra parts and/or small roles

9/28/17 5A & 7A 2:15
Walk Like MADD 5K  As we prepare for this annual fund-raiser for the Mothers Against Drunk Driving we speak 
with a family impacted by drunk driving as well as organizers of the event.

9/27/17                  5/6/11pm                                     7:00
Dozens of president trump supporters gathered outside a Cherokee County high school today. 
They're calling for a teacher to be fired after she compared "Make America Great Again" t-shirts to swastikas. She 
also forced the students turn them inside out. The teacher was suspended but protesters say that's not enough. 

 
9/29/17 9A 3:40
Pike Nursery experts talk about Fall decorations and we have the Pumpkin carrying challenge

DRUGS & ALCOHOL

07/03/17 5p/6p 4:00
They are so dangerous--simply touching them can kill.
And now officials must try to stay ahead of the synthetic opioid epidemic in our state.  
The Georgia state board of pharmacy has approved an emergency ban on a new type of synthetic opioid.  
It was just identified in a g-b-i lab just last week.  

8/10/17 5p/6p 3:00
Every day --  91 Americans die from an opioid overdose. Now Georgia doctors will get new training on how to 
recognize the signs of opioid abuse. The doctors will also get new training on the guidelines for properly prescribing 
the highly-addictive drugs. The hope is that the training will make doctors cut back on prescribing opioids.

8/23/17                                     5pm              4:20
The epidemic of prescription drug abuse and heroin use has hit rural communities especially hard.
There, young people who share needles are spreading deadly viruses like h-i-v and hepatitis-c. 
Two years ago, more than two hundred people contracted h-i-v in the tiny town of Austin, Indiana.
Now , the CDC warns the same thing could happen right here in Georgia.
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 8/23/17                      5pm            3:25
A school bus driver is in jail tonight -- accused of driving drunk with children on her bus. Police say when they 
arrested Carole Ann Etheridge she had multiple bottles of booze with her. Walton county deputies have charged 
Etheridge with one count of DUI  and multiple counts of endangering a child. A Walton county schools 
spokesperson says Etheridge was pulled off her bus at Loganville middle school and later fired. 

8/23/17                         10/11pm       4:20
A million dollars worth of marijuana packaged in plastic and stashed inside a home in metro Atlanta.
We're talking about more than a thousand pounds of weed-- stuffed inside an h-vac closet in Henry county.  Agents 
say the bust put a dent in the drug trade in that area.

9/04/17                          6/10pm         2:45
An officer responding to a fatal motorcycle crash - is hit by an alleged drunk driver. It happened early this morning 
on I-75 in Marietta.

9/21/17                          5/6/11pm                           7:40
Lumpkin county deputies have issued arrest warrants for 32 year old Clara Catarino Mendoza in connection with a 
multi-million dollar meth traffic operation. They arrested five men after a traffic stop led to two meth labs.
But investigators believe Mendoza fled with her children after the investigation started. 

9/28/17             5/6/11pm                   4:05
Rockdale county public schools superintendent Richard Autry announced  today his plan to retire, just days after his 
arrest for allegedly driving drunk. 
Parents whose children attend that school district say they're disappointed and should have been notified of his 
arrest.

9/28/17            10/11pm        4:30
Tonight, the Georgia Bureau of Investigation has a new tool to help fight the growing problem of fentanyl use. 
Fentanyl is a drug so dangerous, simply touching it or breathing it in could kill you. Today, crews installed a 
specialized vent hood designed to allow GBI scientists to safely test larger drug samples.

RACIAL TENSION/PREJUDICE/DISCRIMINATION

8/12/17 10p/11p 3:00
Hundreds take to the streets of Atlanta today.. to protest the violence that happened during a white nationalist rally 
in Virginia. The demonstrations are in response to protests in Charlottesville.. over the removal of a confederate 
monument in the city. Several civil rights groups led the pack.. as they made their way from the Hyatt regency in 
downtown Atlanta.. to the steps of the state capitol.

8/13/17 10p/11p 3:00
A second night of protests in Atlanta.. in response to the violent demonstrations in Charlottesville, Virginia.. 
Protesters marched from woodruff park.. through the streets of downtown Atlanta.. and have ended at piedmont 
park..

8/15/17 5p/6p               3:00
Demonstrations over the weekend turned heated as people defaced Piedmont Park’s peace monument.
But one lone officer stood in front of the monument, determined to ease tensions as protesters hurled hateful words 
his way.
Fortunately, he was able to bring calm to what could have been an ugly scene. Now from for the first time we're 
hearing from that officer --- Atlanta police major timothy peek.

8/15/17 5p/6p                 3:00
There are calls for Georgia’s biggest and most famous confederate memorial to be removed. Democratic candidate 
for governor--Stacey Abrams wants the faces of Jefferson Davis, Robert E. Lee and stonewall Jackson removed 
from the giant carving on stone mountain. She took to twitter to call for the change.
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8/19/17                        10pm                   1:50
Protests all over the country today to show unity against racism and white supremacy. Demonstrations in our area 
were held in downtown Atlanta and Decatur today. 

8/21/17                    11pm                 1:50
Controversy surrounding a confederate flag in downtown Kennesaw. The flag was cut down and stolen twice last 
week. And thousands signed a petition to have it removed. Tonight... City leaders are now taking action. 

8/25/17               5pm                    2:30
The swastika was drawn on the grass at Grayson high school on Tuesday. And the Gwinnett county school district 
now tells us a student was responsible. 

8/28/17                5/6/11pm                      6:05
54 years after he made perhaps the most historic speech of the civil rights movements, the state of Georgia has 
honored Atlanta's own Dr. Martin Luther King junior.State and city officials joined with members of the King 
family in unveiling a statue of Dr. King outside the state capitol.

8/31/17                  5/6/10/11pm             7:55
In Cobb County, the police chief plans to fire an officer for making racist comments during a traffic stop. 
The officer's dash camera captured the entire incident. Police say Lieutenant Gregg Abbott made the comments 
during a traffic stop in July of last year after a driver said she said she was afraid of being shot by police. 

9/01/17             5/6/10pm                 5:45
Lieutenant Greg Abbott announced his retirement late Thursday after that video of a 2016 traffic stop surfaced.  The 
police chief had said earlier in the day he planned to fire Abbot. 
Tonight, the National Action Network has demanded the GBI take a deeper look at the Cobb County police 
department. 

9/01/17               5/6/10pm                     5:40
Threatening messages and spray painted racial slurs cover the walls and floors of a Cobb County school.
Pebblebrook High School staff found the vandalism when they arrived this morning. Students tell us that 
administrators announced over the intercom that there was no -- quote -- "credible threat to the school community" 
and that they would have a -- quote -- "normal day".

9/18/17 5p/6p 3:10
Tonight -- the Decatur city commission will consider a proposal to change a confederate monument that stands in 
the city square. Opponents have asked the city to remove the "lost cause monument." But the new proposal doesn't 
call for the taking down the statue -- it calls for adding plaques to it. 

9/21/17                        10/11pm            4:55
Leadership with Atlanta's Beltline promised to "do better" after public outcry over an art display on the city's west 
side. Members of the community cried foul because four photos in a series put on display last month depicted 
African-American inmates at the Fulton county jail.  Some even called the photos racially insensitive.

9/26/17                 5/6pm      4:05
The fight over the fate of a confederate monument in Decatur square continues.  Today --  the NAACP and a group 
called Hate Free Decatur took their message to the DeKalb county commission. They want the monument to come 
down and be put in a nearby museum.

ECONOMY 

7/3/17 7A & 9A 2:40
Rental car insurance:  we take a closer look about how to save money and make sure you are not double covering 
when you opt for a rental car on your next getaway
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7/5/17 8A & 9A 2:50
Mobile phone storage:  pictures and videos will quickly eat up your mobile phone storage capacity.  We look at 
iPhone, Cloud, Android, Google and other smartphone options available for consumers

7/10/17 7A & 9A 2:45
A new twist on an old scam.  The caller claims to be from the IRS----and now they are even more persistent. Our I-
Team tells you what to be on alert for to protect yourself

7/11/17 8A 3:30
Real estate expert John Adams talks about how the market for “starter” homes is nowhere near the level it once was-
--so what are new homebuyers to do?  We have some solutions

7/12/17 7A & 9A 2:15
The Microsoft scam:  we inform people about a new phone scam that tells victims that their “Google” license has 
expired----and then solicits payment to make sure it stays active.  How to identify the scam.

7/12/17 9A 3:45
Summer time is here and consumer reporter Steve Noviello has some of the newest, hottest items you might 
consider to add to your collection this year: an outdoor movie theater, human-sized battle balls, a safe for the beach, 
and a cooling necklace—plus more.

7/14/17 7A & 9A 2:25
ATM’s birthday---the ATM turns 50—and we celebrate with fun facts about how we use it and what’s ahead for this 
venerable machine---as it continues to evolve with new technology.

7/17/17 7A & 9A 2:00
Arbitration clauses  in your various service contracts or purchase agreements.  What are they and what do they mean 
for the consumer?

7/18/17 7A & 9A 2:55
Fancy pet food versus generic or old standard brands:  does it really make a difference for you the health and well-
being of your pet---we get advice from the UGA veterinary school

7/19/17 7A & 9A 2:00
RX Errors: A study looked at 13 years  worth of medical errors an dfound from 2000-2012 they wer up 100 percent-
---What, as a consumer, you can do to prevent this from happening to you

7/24/17 7A & 9A 2:35
College Credit Card guide:  a lot of firsts coming up for our soon-to-be college freshmen—one includes building 
credit and that may include their first credit card….but you need to have guidelines—we have that crucial advice 
you need

7/25/17 8A 3:50
Real estate expert John Adams is here to talk about the Fulton County tax assessments which were handled 
inappropriately by the Tax Assessor and County commission this year---resulting in the county basically decided to 
base your property tax bill on prior year---due to controversy surround new assessments

7/28/17 7A & 9A 2:00
AT& T scam----people calling and trying to get your money once again---we have tips to avoid falling for the trick

7/31/17 7A & 9A 2:20
Haveibeenpwned.com-----a website that will let you know if you have been hacked or you name or email has been 
possibly compromised.
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8/2/17 7A & 9A 1:55
Secured credit cards:  what are they? Who should use them? And are their drawbacks?  We have  primer for 
effectively using this financial tool

8/4/17 7A & 9A 2:50
Private school loans---student loan debt is the second highest debt in the county---the default rate is 12 percent. Most 
borrowers use federal funds, but many fill in the gaps with private loans---and they’re not always the best choices. 
Too often they are variable rates----so beware---we have some advice to avoid incurring too much education debt

8/8/17 7A & 9A 2:00
You don’t have to spend a fortune to feed your pet properly, but you can’t just feed it anything. A UGA VET school 
nutritionist explains what can be dangerous to feed your pet

8/8/17 8A 3:45
Real estate expert John Adams is here to talk about “buyer’s remorse”.  You just bought a house-----but now what 
do you do should you experience buyer’s anxiety

8/9/17 7A & 9A 3:05
APP Stacking:  We explore maximum ways to get discounts. There are sites or portals that will help you get the 
most from retailers you normally use---then you add on credit card rewards, with coupons and you get a big price 
break.  We’ll talke about cashbackmonitor.com, wallaby.com, cardhub.com, nerdwallet.com, fave retailer rewards 
sign-up, credit card offers and coupons

8/9/17 9A 3:15
Consumer reporter Steve Noviello is here to talk about great vacation deals that are STILL available in these waning 
days of summer break

8/14/17 7A & 9A 2:45
WalMart Scan & Go----new technology being tested that may soon be at your local Wal-Mart.  The retailing giant is 
testing a self-scannin app. You can scan as you walk around the store, take your things to a self-checkout register, 
scan a single barcodc and voila! You’re paid through the credit card you have in their system----and Georgia is one 
of the testing locations

8/17/17 9A 2:50
Bargains with Bruner----we do some Thrifty Shopping just in time for the school supply season

8/18/17 7A & 9A 2:35
Solar jobs---as we gear up for next week’s solar eclipse we take a closer look at the “solar” business.  We meet up 
with a job expert to talk solar jobs-----the state of Georgia ranks higher than you’d think nationally for solar jobs 
which are part of the New Collar economy

8/18/17 5A & 7A 2:50
Solar eclipse tourism benefits---we visit the mountain town of Helen----right in the key area for eclipse observation-
--and they are experiencing a bit of a real boom during a typically slow time for their tourist industry

8/19/17                   10pm                         2:15
It's a moment years in the making, the official opening of Mercedes-Benz stadium. Today Atlanta Falcons and 
Atlanta United season ticket holders got a look inside the 1.5 billion dollar project.

8/20/17                       10/11pm                               4:50
Right now, hotels are at capacity across north Georgia as people put themselves in the path of tomorrow's solar 
eclipse. Fox 5’s Claire Simms spent the day talking to people in Rabun County and as she reports, visitors and local 
businesses are excited about what's to come.  
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8/23/17 7A & 9A 2:25
Millenials’ debt is down.  Two parts to this new observation: Millenial savings is up more than any other group---
and they graduated with less debt than in years past

8/28/17                        5/6pm               3:45
A major gasoline supplier says the next 48 hours will be critical in determining if gasoline supplies in Georgia will 
get tight. It's all because of the heavy rains, as all of our fuel comes from the region where Harvey hit hardest. And 
gas prices across the country could go up as much as 25 cents a gallon and stay that way through September. 

8/30/17 7A & 9A 3:15
Texas is under water from Hurricane Harvey----this provides a good reminder for the rest of us---ti’s time to double 
check to make sure you are disaster ready----both personally for the  family—but also financially in terms of 
insurance and liability coverage.

8/30/17                     10/11pm                   4:20
You've likely noticed it. 
Gas  prices are up in the wake of Hurricane Harvey. The storm hit refineries hard on the Texas coast. Tonight, 
Colonial pipeline, which carries much of the fuel to Georgia, began suspending operations.

8/31/17                     11pm       2:10
From Kennesaw to Hampton to Savannah, craft breweries continue to pop up all over our state and you may soon 
seen even more. Starting tomorrow, a big change to Georgia law means the next time you visit your favorite local 
brewpub, things will work a little differently. And industry experts think this will help them grow even more.  

9/02/17                    11pm                    1:45
Harvey's impact still hurts people's pocketbooks in metro Atlanta as gas prices continue to spike.  
And experts say if you think today's prices are bad now--  you *will* get hit with spikes in the double digits in the 
next few days. But there are some ways you can save money while you’re traveling this Labor Day. 

9/5/17 8A 3:45
Real Estate expert John Adams stops by to talk about the Top Ten Cheap Ways to Boost Value for Your Home.  
Whether you are renting or buying===here are the best inexpensive ways to make your home more attractive and 
livable.

9/07/17                      10/11pm            4:40
It's a massive cyber security breach affecting everyone with a credit history. Equifax -- one of the big three credit 
reporting agencies -- says their files affecting 183 million americans were breached by cyber criminals. Fox 5's 
george franco joins us from Equifax headquarters in Atlanta with the story. 

9/8/17 7A & 9A 3:30
Consumer Alert: insurance fraud.  An elderly lady in north Georgia is defrauded by her financial advisor.  Multiple 
victims likely---we give some advice for what you may need to on the look out for…..

09/08/17  7A/9A/12P/5P   14:08
INVESTMENT FRAUD  - The Fox 5 I-Team sat down with a 73-year-old woman who found herself the victim of 
an investment scheme that stripped of her of her life savings and may cost her her home. Wanda Dye and her 
husband did everything right. They planned well for retirement. Her husband passed away leaving her financially 
secure. Or so she thought, until an investment broker named Winston Wade Turner entered the picture. In a lawsuit 
against MetLife and Pruco securities, Dye claims Turner, who worked for both the companies, fraudulently 
mismanaged more than $1-million in assets left to her when her husband died.

9/11/17 7A & 9A 2:45
What you need to know to prepare your home for the storm
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9/13/17 7A & 9A 3:00
Equifax data breach:  we have the latest on the data breach that impacts more than 143 million consumers

9/13/17 9AM 3:50
I-phone 10 year anniversary:  we look at the upcoming release of the newest products on the agenda

9/15/17 7A & 9A 3:15
Irma Insurance claims:  we have some practical tips for navigating insurance post Hurricane Irma

09/18/17  7A/9A  5:44
EQUIFAX SCAMS - Following the massive Equifax breach, the Fox 5 I-Team warned viewers to brace for the 
onslaught of scammers trying to take advantage of the situation. We warned to expect calls and emails from people 
claiming they can help secure your credit history. We explained how to spot the scam and how to protect against it.

9/18/17 7A & 9A 3:00
More information about the Equifax data breach

9/20/17 7A & 9A 2:30
Christmas shopping in September------not too early to start- we have a buying and saving strategy to make your 
holiday dollars go further

9/20/17 9A 3:45
Consumer reporter Steve Noviello—says ditch the coupons and check out the latest and greatest savings APPs

9/22/17 7A & 9A 3:00
IRS phone scam: Who falls for a stranger calling and saying the IRS has $15,000 for you?  More people than you 
might think---after all we get these calls a lot. We sit down and speak with a woman who was victimized.

9/25/17 7A & 9A 2:25
Teenagers are slow to grow nowadays:  Teens are “growing up” more slowly than  in years past.  18-year olds look 
like 15-year olds from the past---and a new study suggests this is a cultural revolution

9/26/17 8A 3:25
Real Estate expert John Adams has inside information about how technology has changed real estate forever. All the 
APPS like Trulia, Zillow, etc as well as other marketing & sales tools

9/26/17              5/6pm         4:45
Weeks after the news of the Equifax data breach went public, the company’s CEO has stepped down.
The personal info of 143 million americans was stolen. The credit reporting agency announced that Richard Smith 
has retired effective today.  

9/27/17 7A & 9A 3:00
Flooded Cars--- Post Hurricanes Harvey & Irma we can expect to see a lot of flooded cars on the market.  We show 
you practical tips on what you need to be looking out for and how to protect yourself.

9/29/17 7A & 9A 2:55
More Equifax data breach fallout----we take a closer look at credit worthiness.  We remind consumers exactly what 
good credit does and means---just in case they are putting off managing this potential for fraud or ID theft from this 
massive data breach.  We talk about credit freeze, credit holds and checks & balances

HEALTH/HEATHCARE

07/3/17 5p/6p 2:20
Many of you have heard a Texas family's warning after their young son died from "dry drowning."
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Four-year-old Frankie started showing symptoms of a stomach bug several days after he went swimming.
Then, nearly a week later... He woke up and complained of shoulder pain and lost consciousness. 
Dry drowning is something you should be aware of especially as more of you hit the water this summer.

07/03/17 10p/11p 3:00
Dangerous levels of e.Coli have been found in a stream running through several atlanta parks.
Resulting in officials posting warning signs and caution tape around the parks until they figure out where this is 
coming from.

7/3/17 5A, 7A & 9A 2:45
Marlon Pollard  had a heart attack in 2010 and learned his kidneys were only functioning at 25%---so in 2013 he 
started dialysis---we check-in on him and the progress he’s made

7/4/17 7A & 9A 3:05
Food prescription:  Sometimes a pill is not the only medicine. Grady Healthcare doctors are participating in a 
program called “Wholesome Wave”. It gives patients healthy food prescriptions and the nutrition education classes 
they need to manage their well-being and recovery from illness

07/04/17 5p 3:00
It's not unusual to come home from the doctor with a prescription or two. But some patients at Grady Memorial 
Hospital are being given a rather unique prescription. It's not for a drug. It's for healthy *food.*

07/05/17 5p 2:30
When you're nine years old -- a trip to the doctor can be scary. And undergoing a rare double-lung transplant can be 
terrifying. But little David Diaz had some special encouragement through his life-saving transplant.  As the fox 
medical team's Beth Galvin reports -- David's 12-year-old sister was there every step of the way -- and knew exactly 
what he was going through.

07/06/17 5p 2:00
Food is fuel for our body. So, if we want to get the most out of our workout -- is it better to eat *before* or *after* 
we exercise? The Fox Medical team's Beth Galvin went in search of some answers.

7/6/17 7A & 9A 2:15
Exercising on an empty stomach.   Can you burn more fat while exercising on an empty stomach?  An Emory 
internists says it’s possible, but there’s a catch---we explore with the experts

07/07/17 5p 2:20
Breast cancer is the second most common cancer in American Women.  Doctors will diagnose more than 300-
thousand women this year. But researchers are working on a vaccine that could lead to prevention.

07/10/17 5p 2:00
Millions of Americans suffer from arthritis. But now there's a promising new treatment for those who suffer from 
arthritis in their toes. The Fox  medical team's Beth Galvin has a look at an innovative new implant. 

07/11/17 5p 2:10
For some couples, starting a family seems so easy. But for others, the journey to parenthood can require months, 
even years, of hard work. Even then, there are no guarantees. The fox medical team's Beth Galvin looks at what to 
expect when things don't turn out the way you planned.

7/11/17 7A & 9A 2:35
Tips from an Emory University OB-GYN on some of the most common fertility questions.

07/12/17 5p 1:45
It's summer -- and that means a lot of time in the sun. But many of us don't protect our skin as well as we should. 
Dermatologists say skin cancer specifically melanoma, is on the rise, and has been for the past few decades. The fox 
medical team show you how to protect yourself -- and the warning signs to watch out for.
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07/13/17 5p 2:15
You've heard of distracted driving. But many of us are guilty of distracted eating, too. We sit down for a meal and 
pick up our phone or turn on the tv...And we're not paying any attention to what we're eating or how much we're 
eating. But there's a new movement to get people to tune in to what's on their plate.

7/13/17 7A & 9A 2:25
Mindful Eating---you’ve heard of distracted driving, but distracted eating is a problem, too.   Sitting down for a meal 
only to pick up a phone, type on the computer or watch TV ca lead you to not watch what you eat or overeat.

07/14/17 5p 1:50
Patients with painful blood disorder now have another treatment option. For the first time in twenty-years, the food 
and drug administration has approved a new medication for sickle cell disease.

7/17/2017 5P 2:35
Most of us will struggle with back pain at some point. But for Ryan English of Cobb County, the pain just wouldn’t 
go away. He tried physical therapy, ice packs, and lots of ibuprofen, but nothing helped. Until he got a diagnosis and 
a surgery, that put an end to his pain. 

7/18/2017 5P 2:25
Buying pet food can be pricey. You get to the pet store and you’re bombarded by labels. There’s premium, all-
natural, and grain-free. But does paying more mean you’re getting healthier food? And what if you’re on a budget? 

7/20/2017 5P 2:20
There has been a jump in consumer complaints about cosmetic products, according to a recent study. Between 2015 
and 2016, the number of adverse reactions reported to the U.S. food and drug administration more than doubled. 

7/20/17 7A & 9A 3:00
We have a chance to speak with philanthropist Bernie Marcus---and why he has donated so many millions to many 
different health related enterprises to improve the greater health of Georgians

7/24/2017 5P 2:30
Metro Atlanta ranks fifth in the country in new HIV infections. But there is a drug that could protect those most at-
risk of contracting the virus. And the Fulton County department of health and wellness wants to get it into the hands 
of people who need it most. 

7/25/2017 5P 2:20
School lunches have changed a lot in the last five years. And they will change again this school year, now that the 
Trump administration has given schools more flexibility in what they serve after easing up on standards on salt, 
whole grains, and milk. They’re allowed to move away from Obama era rules. 

7/26/17 5P 2:55
Rosa Parrish spent her first three years of life largely on her own. Raised in orphanage in Varna, Bulgaria, along the 
black sea. But last summer, Rosa's life changed when she met a couple from Perry, Georgia. Anna and Steven 
Parrish felt led by their Christian faith to adopt a child with medical needs.

7/27/17 5P 2:10
Most of us know we should get a yearly flu shot. But only about 40-percent of us ever do. Researchers at Georgia 
tech and the Emory vaccine center recently tested a new way to get protected.
It's a "microneedle patch."

7/27/17 8A & 9A 4:00
Blizzards for Miracle Treat day---we focus on a local DQ that has raised the most funds of any operation for this 
annual event designed to benefit the Childrens Miracle Network Hospitals
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7/27/17 7A & 9A 2:45
Emory and Georgia Tech have come up with a new medicine delivery system----a self-administered, dissolvable 
patch that could one day eliminate shots---the first tests are now underway with flu shots

7/31/17 5p 2:45
Imagine losing your vision for more than twenty years. Then learning there may be a way to regain some of your 
eyesight. That's what happened to a Dalton father of two.

8/1/17 7A & 9A 2:30
Calming kids fears when it comes to going back to school ----how to best deal with all that anxiety

8/2/17 5p 2:45
Thomas Payton of Newnan is only 21. But he's already learned some very tough life lessons. Payton is slowly 
working his way back from an accident that nearly killed him three years ago.

8/3/17 5p 2:15
Men who haven't been helped by - or who don't want to take that little blue pill -- have a new option.
It's not a drug or a surgery. It's a treatment that uses sound-waves to help boost sexual function. If you have kids 
who are watching -- don't worry, we'll keep this "G" rated.

8/3/17 7A & 9A 2:40
New treatment for erectile dysfunction---offering an alternative to medications

8/7/17 5p 2:40
Nearly a million Americans are trying a different way of paying for their health care: through faith-based cost-
sharing ministries. Members pay one another's medical bills. They also pray for one another and send notes of 
encouragement.

8/8/17 5p 2:25
When it comes to feeding our pets, some owners are going old-school-feeding their pets "raw" diets, like they used 
to eat in the wild. Many pet owners believe a raw diet is healthier than commercial pet food. But how safe is going 
raw?

8/9/17 5p 2:25
Amanda Hively and her husband were just absorbing the news they were pregnant with twins, when they got some 
devastating news. The Perry, Georgia, couple learned both of their sons would be born with cystic fibrosis.

8/10/17 5p 2:20
Packing your child's lunchbox can get complicated. You want to find foods that are good for your student.
But, at the same time, you want to choose snacks they will actually eat. 
    
8/10/17 7A & 9A 3:00
Lunch liabilities---there’s a decent chance school cafeteria meals are healthier than ones parents put in their child’s 
lunch box. What are the biggest lunch liabilities in your child’s lunch box?

8/14/17 5p 3:15
Liam nelson has "grown" accustomed to standing out. He gets stopped by strangers all the time who want to point 
out how tall he is. Nelson has "Marfan Syndrome," an inherited disorder that affects about one out of every five 
thousand Americans. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin looks at what it's like to live with a condition many 
people don't know about.

8/15/17 5p 2:15
Attention deficit problems are common in children. The centers for disease control and prevention estimates one out 
of every ten u-s children between 4 and seventeen has been diagnosed at some point with a-d-h-d. So what treatment 
options do parents have?
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8/15/17 7A 7 9A 3:25
ADHD with No MEDS:  Treating ADHD in kids without using medication is increasingly a desired  option for 
parents. With that in mind, Dr. Taz shares natural steps to helping parents manage ADHD at home

8/16/17 5p 2:25
More than sixty-percent of metro Atlantan’s own a pet. And, if you do, you know that taking care of an animal can 
sometimes be expensive. That’s especially true if you have a medical emergency. That's what happened to army 
veteran Malcolm Stafford and his Chihuahua "Cesar." But the two are getting help from a local program called "pets 
for life."

8/17/17 5p 2:55
The solar eclipse will bring metro Atlanta to a stand-still on Monday. All eyes will be on the sky. But eye experts 
say you *must* protect your vision if you plan to watch this once-in-a-lifetime event. The fox medical team's Beth 
Galvin has all the info you need to know.

8/17/17 7A & 9A 3:00
Safely watching the eclipse:  the day the sun “disappears” still isn’t the day to look directly into the sun.  It’s 
important to know what types of glasses to wear and when to put them on and off. Emory Eye’s retina specialists 
shares the do’s and don’ts

8/20/17                         5pm                   3:20
Bennett Westphal's young life has been a bit of a roller-coaster ride.The Winder toddler's story began when he was 
still in his mother's womb and a routine ultrasound revealed Bennett had a large mass on his chin and neck.  
Bennett's diagnosis brought all kinds of questions.  He had something known as a macrocystic lymphatic 
malformation.  

8/29/17 7A & 9A 2:40
Teen Contact Lens Troubles: Sleeping for days in contact lenses is only one of the big mistakes your teen makes 
with their corrective lenses---An optometrist points out other common mishaps for the contact wearer.

8/30/17                             5pm     3:20
We all experience frightening thoughts every once in a while. But for people with obsessive compulsive disorder, 
the thoughts pop up all the time, and they can be crippling.  Andrea Martin became so afraid that she would crash 
her car, she gave up driving for a year.  But she's since found a treatment that has her back in the driver's seat.

8/31/17 7A & 9A 2:45
An Emory University trainer warms up the women’s soccer team with a series of stretches and strength exercises 
that will reduce the likelihood of certain leg injuries.  One warm-up tailored for pre-teens---the other is designed for 
teens.

9/01/17                5pm          2:40
As we begin Childhood Cancer awareness month, a breakthrough.  On Wednesday, the Food and Drug 
Administration approved the first-ever "cell-based" gene therapy in the U.S. It's called "car-t-cell therapy."
It's designed for patients with a type of blood and bone marrow cancer -- who don't respond to treatment, or have a 
relapse.

9/5/17 7A & 9A 3:05
Binging on TV:  For some people, binge watching is the only way to consume TV----but a recent study indicates it’s 
not a good idea-----It could impact everything from your sleep to your social skills.

9/06/17                 5pm           2:55
Going to the hospital for a "cat-scan" or an m-r-i can be intimidating, even frightening. So, imagine being five, and 
needing not just scans, but an i-v and sedation. That's what Luke Collett found himself facing recently at Children's 
Healthcare of Atlanta.  But, fortunately, all Luke could focus on was his spiffy new BMW convertible.
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9/7/17 7A & 9A 3:15
Weight Loss Surgery:   Doctors warn you before massive weight loss surgery you’ll be left with a lot of excess skin.  
Still, it comes as a surprise to many. We talk to one woman and her surgeon on how they took the next step.

9/13/17 5p 2:35
Dee butler of DeKalb County is as competitive as they come. She's also visually-impaired. The Decatur mother and 
grandmother slowed down long enough to share what keeps her going. The fox medical team's Beth Galvin has her 
story.
  
9/14/17 5p 2:40
We've all seen those dramatic weight loss stories. People who have lost sometimes hundreds of pounds with either 
bariatric surgery...  Or good old-fashioned diet or exercise. But *major weight loss can become a *major challenge.
The fox medical team's Beth Galvin has a look at what can be done about the sagging skin that’s left behind.

9/18/17 5p 3:00
If we think about it, we can all find something in our lives to that we're grateful for. But Kinsley keeling's parents 
don't have to look very far for a reason. Their little girl is alive today thanks to another family's incredible gift.
The fox medical team's Beth Galvin is here now with their story.

9/19/17 5p 2:15
Dimples, it seems, are hotter than ever, especially with the millennial crowd.
But, if you weren't born with them, no problem. For a price, a plastic surgeon can create dimples for you!
The fox medical team's Beth Galvin has a look at the trend.

9/19/17 7A & 9A 3:00
Dimpleplasty:   cosmetic surgery that give you dimples

9/20/17 5p 2:40
When someone is having a heart attack, time is critical.  Because every minute that passes without reopening a 
blocked artery, heart muscle is dying. That's why the metro Atlanta chapter of the heart association has created a 
system to speed up the medical response for heart attack patients. That system help save a veteran DeKalb county 
firefighter earlier this year. The fox medical team's Beth Galvin is here with his story.

9/21/17 7A & 9A 2:45
The  impacts  of marijuana use on your heart---

9/22/17                 10pm                        2:00
Some true heroes are spending the weekend on Lake Allatoona. They're soldiers with PTSD or physical disabilities 
and they're getting the chance to explore new goals and dreams.

9/25/17           5pm                   3:30
A Disney Cruise came to an abrupt end for the Webb family of Calhoun when their six-year old son became 
critically ill. Brayden Webb became so sick on the final day of the cruise,  the ship's captain called in a "rescue at 
sea."
9/25/17 8A 3:30
The Flu:  How to protect yourself from getting the flu----using shots, mist or alternative healing

9/26/17 7A & 9A 3:15
Dental Dread: New ways to avoid the stress you might experience going to the dentist.  Ask your dentist about a 
nasal spray eliminating the need for shots. And for those who hate low long the numbness lasts after a shot---there’s 
a new shot to counteract the numbing

9/27/17               5pm         3:40
Each year, the CDC says more than a million and a half Americans develop sepsis. It begins with an infection that 
throws the body into an extreme, sometimes fatal, response known as "septic shock"
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So, time is critical. The fox medical team's Beth Galvin has one local survivor's harrowing story.

HOMELESS/HUNGER

7/24/2017 5P/6P 3:40
In just a few days, Atlanta’s largest homeless shelter will close. Many residents of the Peachtree Pine shelter will be 
taken in by new facilities, but others will be back on the streets. City leaders and residents say the shelter spillover is 
already a problem.

8/21/17                             11pm                    2:30
An incredible story of love and commitment between a man and his dog. In this case, a homeless man who spent the 
night outside the Dekalb County Animal Services Shelter in search of his beloved Chihauha, Tita. 

WEATHER/DISASTERS

7/17/2017 10P/11P 4:15
Half a dozen people are hurt after a roof collapses at a bar and restaurant in Southwest Atlanta. It happened at the 
Blu Cantina on Peter Street. That’s in the Castleberry Hill neighborhood. At lease one of those who were injured is 
listed in serious condition. 

7/18/2017 5P/6P 2:30
We’re learning more about the moment a roof collapsed at a restaurant in Southwest Atlanta. At first, people inside 
thought someone was shooting. Skyfox 5 flew over the damage at the Blu Cantina and a gaping hole was left in the 
roof. Inspectors are assessing the damage.

7/18/2017 6P 1:30
A dog is on the road to recovery after nearly dying less than a week ago. The pup fell into a creek and got stuck for 
hours, but the time help arrived. The dog was neck deep in muddy water. Thankfully, a Gwinnett County animal 
control officer came to the rescue.

7/18/2017 10P/11P 2:50
A fun day with friends ends in tragedy when a teenager takes a dip in the river and never surfaces. We’re learning 
new information about the drowning of a local 17-year old. The body of Sergio Cadenas was pulled from the 
Etowah River. 

7/22/2017 10P/11P 2:25
Storms across the area left behind quite a mess, especially for one family. This after a tree came crashing down right 
onto their home, and into their little boy’s bedroom. The family says they’re thankful no one was hurt. 

7/22/2017 11P 1:30
Hotel guests are outraged after checking into their hotel rooms at the Crowne Plaza Ravinia in Dunwoody to find 
they have no water or air conditioning. Now, the hotel is speaking out about the incident.

7/25/2017 5P/6P/10P 4:10
An avid runner was out for her morning jog, when she is hit by a police car. Those who know Janet Pickney say they 
pray she will pull through. The Tucker woman was hit by a police car while she was out for a jog one morning. 

7/24/2017 5P/6P/10P 6:50
The parents of 5-year old Benjamin “Kamau” Hosch the third dropped off their son at a day camp, fully expecting to 
pick him up at the end of the day, but he drowned at the camp. The little boy didn’t know how to swim and his 
parents say they were never told swimming would be one of the activities. It happened at Cochran Mill nature 
center, just outside Atlanta. 
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7/25/2017 5P/6P 4:10
Benjamin “Kamau” Hosch the third drowned at Cochran Mill nature center. The camp has been shut down on the 
order of the state. It was not licensed and did not have an exemption to run without a license. 

7/25/2017 10P/11P 2:10
A car crash tragically ends the life of a beloved Atlanta business owner. But the friends and family of Nikki Bolden 
are working to turn their sorrow into celebration, by honoring the woman who they say touched so many lives. The 
South Fulton City council proclaimed April 5th as Nikki Bolden appreciation day. 

7/24/2017 5P/6P 3:00
Wild animals in a Toco Hills neighborhood are giving the neighbors some trouble, but local wildlife groups say if 
you feed the animals, they will keep coming back. 

8/9/17 11p 1:40
A tree crashes to the ground in northwest Atlanta -- taking live wires down with it... And trapping a man inside his 
car down below. The car caught fire. But remarkably... He was able to make it out alive.

8/9/17 10p/11p 2:40
Metro Atlanta getting a good soaking. And tonight's rain is coming to an end with plenty of people cleaning up the 
damage left behind... Due to all the problems the heavy rain caused. Several trees and power lines were toppled... 
And some places even saw flooding. There are some people in DeKalb County who are without power.

8/26/17               10pm                            2:35
The damage Hurricane Harvey left behind in Texas has many people wanting to lend a helping hand.. including here 
in our area. In total, 50 counties have been affected by the storm. And from shelters to clean up work thousands of 
people from our area are doing their best to help Harvey victims.

8/27/17                        10pm                1:45
The metro area is sending help to Texas. Right now--dozens of paramedics are gearing up to leave DeKalb County 
to head out west to help with the post-Harvey recovery efforts. 

8/28/17                   5/6pm                    4:05
Help is pouring in to Texas from all over the country, including right here in our area. Today the Red Cross in Union 
City sent a crew to Houston to assist in the relief efforts. They packed up food, blankets, hygiene items, and much 
more.

8/28/17                      10/11pm           3:40
Devastating flooding has left many Texas residents trapped or stranded. So instead of sending supplies -- some 
Georgia residents are making the trip themselves, to help those in need. Three members of the College Park police 
department are heading to Texas with an airboat.

8/31/17                     5/6pm                 4:40
Some Texas rescues are being coordinated by a couple here in Georgia. 
Matt and Michelle Furhman are Hurricane Harvey evacuees. But they're not just waiting out the flooding.
They are using social media to help coordinate rescues.

9/5/17 thru 9/9/17 All shows 430a-10A Various times
Evacuation as Hurricane Irma moved  toward  Florida------FEMA regional headquarters, heavy traffic as evacuees 
move into Georgia and extensive tracking

9/06/17                 5/6pm             4:30
Major preparations underway to deal with Hurricane Irma are being handled in metro Atlanta.
The Red Cross coordinating center and the regional FEMA post for all of the southeast are both right here.
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9/06/17                    10/11pm            4:00
With a gas shortage in Florida, many are turning to air travel and Georgia seems to be the most popular spot to ride 
out the storm. Fox five's nathalie pozo is live at hartsfield-jackson  airport.. and spoke with some florida residents 
who are evacuating the storm zone. 

9/07/17                  10/11pm           4:25
As people hit the road to escape Hurricane Irma's path, traffic flow is a concern. The Georgia Department of 
Transportation is already making changes to help ease congestion for those fleeing the storm.

9/07/17                     11pm              1:45
As many Floridians are hitting the road  -- some Georgians are also now evacuating.
But for those with nowhere to go. the Atlanta Motor Speedway has opened its grounds free of charge.

9/07/17               5pm                  1:50
As Floridians try to escape Irma's path of destruction, so are thousands from Georgia's coastal communities. Metro 
Atlanta is welcoming all of these evacuees and hoping to give them all safe shelter, but many hotels are selling out.

9/07/17                  5pm    1:50
When Irma makes its way to metro Atlanta -- we expect to see strong winds and a lot of rain. 
And that could cause trees to fall. Falling trees often lead to power outages. But Georgia Power says it will be ready.

9/08/17                   5p/6p          3:20
Right now -- a mandatory evacuation order is in place for Tybee Island. From our sky fox drone you can see houses 
and buildings with boarded up windows. The island’s mayor says he's even leaving. Fox 5 anchor russ spencer joins 
us again from tybee. Russ, what is it looking like now? Most people have left the island tonight.

9/11/17 thru 9/15/17 All shows 430a-10A Various times
Hurricane Irma moves ashore----devastation----and then cleanup during all shows all week

9/12/17 5p/6p 3:00
The other Irma-related death happened in sandy springs. A man was killed when a tree fell on his home. Fox 5's 
Aungelique proctor joins us live from Sandy Springs. Aungelique -- you spoke with a witness who heard the tree fall 
and called for help?

9/12/17 5p/6p 3:00
Here in metro Atlanta -- it's not flooding but trees that have caused major problems. Fox 5's Laura Neal talked to 
people in DeKalb County who are picking up the pieces after trees fell.

9/12/17 5p/6p 3:30
We've also showed you many trees that have fallen on people's homes. And when that happens -- homeowners want 
to get the damage cleaned up as fast as possible. Fox 5's Deidra Dukes spent the day with tree removal services as 
they started the clean-up effort. 

9/12/17 10p/11p 3:00
Happening right now-- thousands of power workers are working around the clock to restore power to tens of 
thousands of customers.
And tonight we have good news and bad news--
While power will be restored to many... Hundreds will have to wait until tomorrow and beyone for the lights to 
come back on.

9/12/17 10p/11p 3:00
It could have been so much worse. A pastor in clayton county says he is thankful that no one was inside Emmanuel 
Baptist church yesterday as wind from Irma picked up the steeple... And hurled it through the roof of the building.
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9/12/17 10p/11p 4:00
Several residents on the east coast of Georgia left their homes behind after officials issued a mandatory evacuation 
last week. Now those evacuees wanting to get back into Glynn county can't. Right now only authorities, clean-up 
crews and medical personnel in are being allowed in to try and get the area back to normal.

9/13/17 5p/6p 2:00
Neighbors says a DeKalb county man who died in a house fire, was burning candles because he didn't have power.
The man was found on the second floor of his Appomattox drive home.
Fox 5's Aungelique proctor has followed this story all day.
Aungelique, you talked to the victim's daughter, what did she have to say?

9/13/17 5p/6p 3:00
Both Fulton and DeKalb counties have declared local states of emergency to help deal with the storm damage from 
Irma.
It's a move designed to help those counties recover from the devastation left behind.
Fox five's Claire Simms is live at DeKalb police headquarters and Claire---
That's where DeKalb County officials are keeping a watchful eye on the cleanup.

9/14/17 11p 2:05
Crews all across Georgia are still finding more and more damage caused by hurricane Irma. But this destruction is 
especially heartbreaking at a camp for people with special needs. The storm wrecked much of the camp. And 
tonight.. thanks to *facebook* and a video.. tens of thousands have heard about the plight of "camp hooray". 
Fox 5's Jaclyn Schultz shows us how hundreds of people are now lending a helping hand.

09/15/17  7A/9A 5:06
IRMA INSURANCE CLAIMS  - Hurricane Irma hit Georgia hard. The Fox 5 I-Team learned that State Farm alone 
says it is processing more than 9000 claims in Georgia and the number is expected to climb higher. With that many 
people needing help, we offer advice about what to do and what not to do while you're waiting. We offered tips for 
mitigating more damage, ranging from using a tarp to securing valuables. 

9/15/17 5p/6p 3:00
Just in from Georgia Power – they have now restored electricity to 95 percent of the people who lost power after 
hurricane Irma. Even after all the lights come back on, there will still be a lot of clean-up to do. Trees still have to be 
removed -- and houses will need to be repaired. But for some Georgia farmers -- it could be years before their crops 
recover from hurricane Irma.

9/15/17 10p/11p 3:00
It's incredibly dangerous.. Rocks thrown at passing cars... slamming into cars below. Several cars have already been 
damaged in Paulding county... Now deputies want to know who is doing it! Fox 5's Denise Dillon is live in Paulding 
County.  Denise, you talked to a couple of people whose cars got hit.

9/29/17                    10pm                  2:25
It's been nearly two weeks since Hurricane Maria slammed Puerto Rico, leaving the American island completely 
decimated. Little to no power and only scarce trickle of resources..for Puerto Ricans struggling to recover. That's 
why people from metro Atlanta are making big donations to a local relief effort.
Canned food, water, and diapers are ready to go. But so many donations have come in organizers are now trying to 
figure out how to get it all to Puerto Rico.

GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS & ORGANIZATION

07/2/17 6p/10p 4:00
Dozens of Anti-Trump protestors marched in the streets of Atlanta this afternoon. They want the commander and 
chief impeached for what they call collusion with the Russian government and obstruction of justice. The March 
which began at Piedmont Park--Coincided with about 50 marches across the country demanding that senators start 
the process.
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07/05/17 5p/6p 4:00
They're a danger on the roads -- and they scare drivers. Now the Atlanta police chief says some of the illegal a-t-v 
riders who terrorize motorists  -- also pack heat.  The chief released that information as the Atlanta city council votes 
on a measure that could increase fines for illegal riders -- and in some cases put them in jail. One council members 
called the combination of illegal riders and guns -- a "volatile mix."

07/10/17 10p/11p 3:00
Sky high taxes -- but there's relief in sight. The Fulton county commission has voted to freeze property assessments 
at last year's level... But that freeze won't last forever. So what will happen when it's over. Tonight dozens packed a 
southwest Atlanta library to have questions like that one answered.

7/10/17 11p 1:30
Recent elections generated lawsuits and federal investigations--and tonight some are asking is your vote safe when 
you cast a ballot in Georgia?  How do you know the vote you cast is the vote that's counted?  Some state lawmakers 
say they want to put an end to the questions with a new push to update our voting machines.

7/11/17 5p/6p 3:00
Officer Quentin Green was suspended for 20 days after the video surfaced. In his police report, green wrote that he 
punched the man while trying to put handcuffs on him. But Atlanta police Chief Erika Shields says that amount of 
force was unnecessary -- and issued a suspension before internal affairs completed its investigation. Now members 
of the police union say she acted too quickly.

7/11/17 11p 1:30
The new city of south Fulton is moving forward with building and forming the city...Including their public safety 
department. Tonight at a city council meeting leaders began the process of filling a vital position.

07/12/17 5p/6p 3:40
Homeowners in Atlanta are fed up. They say they keep calling animal control about dangerous, roaming dogs -- but 
no one answers. Earlier this year -- a little boy was killed and a little girl was severely injured when dogs mauled 
them on their way to school. Now one council member wants immediate action to make sure nothing like that 
happens again.

07/12/17 5p/6p 3:20
Ever wonder how many bags are checked at Hartsfield Jackson international Airport?  And exactly what the 
screening process is like? The TSA gave us look today- telling us their officers screened more than 14 million bags 
last year in Atlanta alone.

7/12-15/17 6P/10P 12:34/11:38
FOREST PARK MAYOR - The Fox 5 I-Team dug into a controversy involving the Forest Park Mayor. It began 
with a story about Mayor David Lockhart's stand-off with local police. Dash cam video shows the mayor's erratic 
and defiant behavior as he holds police at bay for 30 minutes. The mayor was never charged with any crime. He 
apologized and blamed his unusual behavior on accidentally mixing alcohol with some new medication. A one-time 
mistake and out of character, said his family. Critics complain he was given preferential treatment. But it didn't end 
there. New videos of the mayor surfaced showing more erratic behavior; this time at a local strip club. He's seen 
stumbling around while he hands out his business card. In one picture, his shirt is open and he's wearing a pink bra. 
When we showed him the pictures and video, Lockhart told us it's ok to act silly from time to time. Lockhart 
supporters blame the criticism on the fact that he is up for re-election. His opponents call the mayor's behavior 
embarrassing.

7/17/2017 5P/6P 2:25
The Atlanta City Council has approved additional funding for animal control workers to respond to loose dogs 
roaming certain neighborhoods. The actions came after a passionate plea from one member to demand the county be 
more responsive to citizen complaints. 
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7/17/2017 10P/11P 3:15
They’ve been there for nearly two centuries, but now, dozens of bodies may be relocated from a Barnesville 
cemetery. Last week, Lamar County commissioners approved a plan by the city to move the remains. 

7/18/2017 5P/6P/10P 5:05
Only on Fox 5, Atlanta public schools will furlough teachers and not give them raises. The reason is over complaints 
about property taxes. People across Fulton County were upset when their property taxes sky-rocketed. After much 
public outcry, the board of commissioners froze the property tax rates at last year’s rate. APS has been counting on 
that extra tax money and now, they have a severe shortage. 

7/18/17 6A & 8A 2:00
Operation Southern Shield:  traffic enforcement over the highways and surface roads during the summer break

7/19/17 6A & 8A 2:35
GA 400 & 285 interchange:  It is one of the biggest road construction makeovers in years. GA Department of 
Transportation is working to transform the busy interchange.;…..and $800 million dollars project—we get an update 
on progress to-date.

07/19-20 and 26-27/17 6P/10P 9:56/11:10
DEKALB SEWER  - The head of DeKalb County's Watershed management department says DeKalb senior 
officials have exposed the county to criminal penalties by allowing a Chamblee Hospital to tie into the county’s 
overburdened sewer system without an approved sewage plan. The Fox 5 I-Team has learned the project was 
allowed to go forward without the consent of Watershed Management which officials say violates a Federal consent 
decree. DeKalb CEO, Michael Thurmond, says not so fast. He’s still not sure what happened and wants to get to the 
bottom of it. The county’s aging and overburdened sewer system has had more than 120 sewer spills just this year.

In a follow up report, the Fox 5 I-Team learned that DeKalb's Deputy Chief Operating Officer bypassed Watershed 
Management on six other projects for a residential developer. He issued sewer approval letters saying the projects 
would have little impact on the system even though no sewer capacity study had been completed. The head of 
Watershed Management told the county such action puts DeKalb out of compliance with the EPA and that his 
department can't "continue to ignore the legal requirements."

7/20/2017 10P 3:20
Falcons tickets and suites for free. Right now, accepting those kinds of freebies is a no, no for Atlanta city officials. 
But could that soon change? One branch of the city argued that going to games is part of their job. 

7/20/2017 11P 1:40
Just about anywhere you go in Atlanta these days, it’s clear election day is just around the corner. Political signs for 
city council and mayoral candidates seem to multiply every day. One grassroots group says they are tired of seeing 
the signs on public property, and are now fighting back. 

7/20/2017 5P/6P/10P/11P  7:30
A local police chief uses body camera video to quiet some vocal critics of one of his officers. A walking dead fan 
took to social media to complain that a Senoia police officer was rude when she ticketed him for walking down the 
middle of a street near one of the show’s sets. Then social media blasted the town and the police.

7/21/2017 6P 2:50
This week in Washington began with the devastating brain cancer diagnosis for senator John McCain. This comes 
just as senate republicans are struggling to pass a healthcare measure of any kind. Today, the most prominent face of 
the Trump administration besides the president himself suddenly called it quits. Sean Spicer resigned from his post. 

7/24/2017 5P/6P/10P/11P  5:45
Some residents in Pickens county took to the streets, protesting a policy banning the adoption of Dobermans and 
German shepherds as well as pit bulls. The commissioner says this ban has been in place for a year. He says it does 
not single out those breeds, but applies to any dogs deemed vicious. 
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7/24/2017 10P/11P 3:00
A full house in Roswell with a room packed with red shirts. They’re all residents fighting against a proposal to put a 
cell phone tower in the middle of a neighborhood. It’s an issue that started ten years ago and could soon become 
reality. 

7/25/2017 10P/11P 3:00
Tough decisions in Cobb County as commissioners vote on whether to raise taxes. 

7/27/17 5p/6p 3:30
Police officers here in Georgia could help shape how our country tracks official use of force in the future... From 
serious injuries..  to police shootings.. and even deaths.  Right now, the Georgia bureau of investigation is recruiting 
agencies in our state to submit data to the f-b-i for a pilot study on use of force.  

8/1/17 5A & 7A 2:05
School is back and session---and we review and renew the rules of the road when it comes to traffic patterns dealing 
with school buses---stopped and/or moving in various roadway settings

8/3/17 5A/7A/9A 2:20
Distracted driving PSA----we take a closer look at a campaign that reminds drivers of the dangers of distracted 
driving

8/3/17 5p/6p 3:00
A political shake up in Roswell.  A Fulton county superior court judge ruled long-time mayor Jere Wood must go. 
The judge ruled he violated the city's term limits when he ran, and won, the position of mayor in the last election.

8/7/17 5A/6A/7A 1:30
Back to School Driving safety---we cover separate topics in each hour beginning with school bus safety, then 
moving on to teen drivers and wrapping with School Zone Speeding----and Staying off your cellphones

8/8/17 9A 3:30
Former Georgia Bulldog & NFL player Rennie Curran stops by the studio to talk about a new children’s book he’s 
co-written with his daughter.

8/9/17 5p/6p 3:30
A troubling story out of Gwinnett County --  a worker from the division of family and children services goes to a 
school and picks up a seven-year-old girl and takes her to another county. Only problem is -- the worker picked up 
the wrong child! The little girl's father says he was shocked to find out that his daughter's school released her to a 
stranger.

8/9/17 5p/6p 4:00
Atlanta's beltline -- it's one of the city's most desirable places to live. It's also one of the most expensive. 
But city leaders want to change that. They want to build thousands of new -- and affordable -- homes along the 
beltline. The mayor says housing has not been enough of a priority for the current leadership?

8/11/17 5p/6p 3:00
The Morrow police chief issues an emergency order taking away guns from officers. It's not because the officers did 
anything wrong. It's because the chief says the sig p-320 pistols can  go off on their own if they're dropped at a 
certain angle. So the chief has pulled all of them out of service.

8/11/17 5p/6p 3:40
make-up thieves caught on camera! Watch as these women slip make-up in their purses. And it's now just a few 
things -- it's 12-hundred dollars worth of make-up stolen from the Ulta in Peachtree city.
The detective who's investigating the case is the mother of a teenage daughter who's started wearing make-up.
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8/15/17 5A & 7A 2:15
Carfax & Takata airbag recall----making sure the defective parts aren’t  re-sold to repair, garages or even auto 
dealers

8/21/17                           10/11pm                  4:55
A battle over a war monument in Decatur. It’s called "the lost cause" and that's what some city of Decatur residents 
are demanding….they want the confederate monument to "get lost." Tonight both sides presented their arguments to 
city leaders in Decatur.

8/22/17 5A & 7A 2:30
Distracted Driving crack-down:  Oconee County Sheriff Berry has assigned patrol deputies to work overtime to 
specifically target distracted driving. While manpower will limit enforcement---these proactive patrols helped spread 
the message of the dangers of distracted driving---and deputies in this metro Atlanta jurisdiction will be issuing 
citations

8/24/17          11pm                    1:55
Tonight... Folks who live in Atlanta's Peoplestown community are in a legal battle with the city... Because they want 
to keep their homes. The city is using eminent domain to build a park and retention pond as a way to fix flooding 
problems..which would force people to move.   The angry homeowners who took their case to court today.

8/25/17                    5/6/10pm    6:55
South Fulton has only officially been a city for about 17 weeks -- but it's already seeing quarrels and  problems. So 
today the South Fulton house legislative delegation gathered to reassure residents that their concerns are being 
heard.

8/28/17                   5/6/10pm     5:40
It's blamed for hundreds of deaths on our roads every year and state officials say it's only getting worse--distracted 
driving.Today, a group of Georgia lawmakers held their first meeting to study the issue. And the buzzword at 
today's meeting was "hands free." 

8/30/17                            10pm      2:10
People packed into tonight's special called meeting of the Tucker city council. Officials are expected to vote on an 
88-acre mixed-use development project that has been going through the approval process for more than a year.

9/04/17                   10pm                2:30
A major crackdown on distracted driving has become a top priority for the Cherokee county sheriff's office.
And deputies say it's not just for texters. Authorities tell us they found more than 200 people today doing something 
other than focusing on the road.

9/05/17                      5/6pm                 5:10
Several City of South Fulton Council Members are firing back tonight. They want their constituents to know they 
take their jobs very seriously and say recent disagreements with the Mayor have been very public .... but are 
overblown.

9/19/17 10p/11p 3:00
Last night's protest was in response to the deadly police shooting of scout schultz late Saturday night. We're told the 
21-year-old was repeatedly told to drop the weapon in his hand... But he refused. That's when a police officer 
opened fire. But tonight... Many people are wondering whether officers could have handled that situation 
differently... Without using lethal force.

09/20-22/17 6P/10P 8:02/8:44
MAYOR ETHICS COMPLAINT - A political fight between the Mayor of Atlanta and a man who wants to be 
mayor led to a city ethics complaint. In the war of words, Mayor Kasim Reed used large foam board displays to 
attack Ceasar Mitchell's credibility. An anonymous complaint to the ethics board followed, claiming the mayor used 
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taxpayer dollars to create the signs. The mayor's reaction -- place the signs on public display in City Hall. A short 
time later, the signs were stolen. A Ceasar Mitchell campaign volunteer is captured on surveillance cameras  
gathering up the signs and calmly walked out the front door. He was arrested by Atlanta Police the next day near the 
Mitchell campaign headquarters. 

9/21/17                      10/11pm      4:35
As Falcons fans rise up in force this season -- some city officials want game tickets for *free.* They argue that 
conducting business in the new Mercedes-Benz stadium is part of their job. According to city code, it's improper for 
city leaders to get free tickets or luxury boxes.  Some city leaders believe they should be exempt from this rule, 
because they believe it will ultimately benefit the city if they do business at the game. The ethics board was asked to 
weigh in.

9/27/17           10/11pm                          4:15
Dekalb county may soon be in the market for a new sheriff. Today, the peace officer standards and training council 
voted to revoke sheriff Jeffrey Mann's certification. The news comes exactly two months after Mann pleaded guilty 
to two misdemeanor charges..  stemming from his arrest for exposing himself in piedmont park.

04/3/17                    10p/11p                        3:00
Developing tonight -- an independent investigation--That's what one Atlanta City councilman is calling for after the 
I-85 bridge collapse. Councilman C.T. Martin questions why combustible materials were stored underneath a major 
traffic artery.

CRIME AND VIOLENCE

07/1/17 6p/10p/11p 4:30
Puppies...Possibly thrown from a moving truck-- into the middle of the road. Tonight, sandy springs police are 
searching for suspects in an animal cruelty case... That officers call horrific.

07/1/17 6p/10p/11p 4:30
A man robbed at gunpoint while walking in downtown Decatur. Police now searching for the four suspects 
responsible.

07/3/17 5p/6p 3:00
Bullets fly near a Walmart -- now one man is dead -- and two teenagers are wounded. The shooting happened last 
night in the parking lot of the Walmart off of cascade road in Fulton County . When police arrived, they found the 
man and a teenager shot. They also found the third victim a short distance away.

07/3/17 5p/6p 3:15
Police say this great-grandmother is on the run tonight. Brenda brown is wanted on charges of child cruelty and 
battery. Monroe police say she physically and mentally abused her great-grandchildren -- and when she learned 
about the charges against her, she took off.

07/03/17 10p/11p 3:00

Shot to death, and left face down in a creek -- That's how DeKalb county police found 35-year-old Tekeila 
Calloway... And now -- investigators are searching for her killer. The victim's mother spoke with fox five tonight 
and she is desperately searching for closure.

07/04/17 5p/6p 3:00

An investigation is underway after a suspicious fire at a school in DeKalb County. It happened early this morning at 
saint martin episcopal school on Ashford-Dunwoody road. Investigators found a busted out window at the school.
And they have released a surveillance photo of a person of interest. 
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07/04/17 10p/11p 3:10
Developing tonight.. still many unanswered questions in the shooting death of a ten year old boy.
Police say it happened at the rolling bends apartments on Ethridge drive in northwest Atlanta.
Tonight investigators are trying to determine who pulled the trigger on the weapon which killed the child.

07/05/17 5p/6p 3:00
A man and his dog gunned downed. And the victim's family says it's all because of a dispute over dog doo.
Paul Wilson was shot to death as he walked his dogs in his own neighborhood in auburn in barrow county.
Police have arrested Wilson’s neighbor Larry Bates and charged him with murder.

07/05/17 5p/6p 4:10
Dramatic video as Roswell police rescue two dogs from a hot car. The temperature inside the car was 167 degrees. 
The dogs had been in the car outside of a shopping center for more than an hour when someone noticed them and 
called Roswell police. The first officer arrived within 18 seconds of that call. But the dogs were already in danger of 
heat stroke.

07/05/17 10p/11p 3:00
"They were out for blood" --Those are some of the *last words* one north Georgia father says his son spoke, before 
he mysteriously died in Belarus. Tonight -- the family of Major Kyle Tafel says they're left only with questions, as 
the 36-year-old's body was brought back to Georgia.

07/06/17 5p/6p 3:00
We're getting a look at the face of the mother who's accused of stabbing four of her young children and her husband 
to death in their own home.  A fifth child is in the hospital with serous stab wounds. It's a case so disturbing that 
even police officers call it  horrendous.Isabel Martinez faces a long list of charges from aggravated assault to malice 
murder.  She also has an ice hold. 

07/06/17 5p/6p 2:10
Right now -- Atlanta police questioning a man about the shooting of a 12-year-old boy Brian Sosby Jr. was shot in 
the abdomen just after midnight at an apartment complex on Confederate Avenue. Police believe the shooter was a 
friend of the father -- who accidentally shot the boy.

07/06/17 10p/11p 3:00 
A man facing charges of attempted murder was accidentally released from the Fulton county jail.Inmate, Lamar 
Hilliard, has since been found officers say -- but this mistake has put the Fulton county sheriff's office on high alert.
Jail officials tell fox five they're taking a close look at all of their release policies... To ensure this never happens 
again.

07/06/17 10p/11p 3:00
A Cobb County mom went before a judge tonight. Police say Dao Lee left her child alone in a hot car at the mall for 
hours yesterday afternoon.

07/07/17 5p/6p 2:10
A dramatic end to a dangerous hostage situation -- as the swat team rams the side of a bank where a man who 
claimed to wear a bomb held two woman hostage. Just seconds later -- the tactical team pulled those hostages to 
safety.
Tonight -- the man who claimed to have the bomb is dead and police say one of their tactical officers may have shot 
him.

07/07/17 5p/6p 3:20
The urn was in a teenage girl's car when someone stolen it in Gwinnett county last month.  Police found the car in 
DeKalb County a week later. But all her personal belongings were gone including the urn which contained her 
father's ashes.

07/07/17 10p/11p 2:30
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A teen’s body found in a field riddled with bullets.  Markieth Oliver was 18 years old. Within a few hours of the 
shooting, Atlanta police had twin brothers in custody.

07/09/17         6p/10p                                3:00  
A woman is thankful to be alive after she was held at gunpoint and forced out of her car. 
It happened Saturday at the intersection of Omara lane and Oroarke drive in Stone Mountain.

07/09/17      6p/10p/11p                   4:00
This man is in custody.. for the shooting death of a 23-year-old woman...Police say Reginald Jones is charged with 
the murder of his girlfriend.. It happened late last night at an apartment complex in college park..

07/09/17 10p/11p  3:00
He was known as a friendly person who always helped others.... And tonight, Atlanta police want to find his killer.
Officers responded to the Sierra Ridge apartments just after 5:30 The found a man dead from a gunshot wound. 

07/09/17  5p/6p 3:20
Shocking video tonight of a police officer repeatedly hitting a woman who was resisting arrest with his baton. 
Tonight -- that officer's actions are being investigated. The incident happened back in June -- at a gas station on 
Glenwood road. The officer tried to arrest the woman for allegedly soliciting customers inside the store.
Internal affairs investigated the officer's use of force -- and cleared him. But then, the video surfaced and changed 
everything.

07/10/17 5p/6p 3:00
We're following a developing story out of Douglas County -- where a one-time employee of the sheriff's office has 
been arrested on three counts of sexual assault against prisoners.
Carmel Biggers Jr. has only been with the department since December.
But now, he's a prisoner.

07/10/17 5p/6p 2:40
A police chase ends in a deadly crash. It all started with an assault call from two women at the Biscane Apartments 
on old national highway. When police arrived, they says the suspect tried to ram their cruiser before taking off and 
crashing.

07/10/17 5p/6p 3:30
A report of a stolen bag at the Atlanta airport leads to this -- 60-thousand dollars in drugs. Police say it all started 
when a man told officers that someone had swiped his suitcase.But when officers started asking questions -- they got 
suspicious. And when they found the suitcase and opened it -- they found a whole lot of drugs. 

07/11/17 5p/6p 3:00
Investigators blame an apparent case of road rage for a shooting in a busy parking lot. Police tell us it happened this 
morning at the Target on LaVista road in tucker. Police say the two people involved got out of their cars and that's 
when police say a woman opened fire.

07/11/17 5p/6p 3:20
These five young men -- along with three juveniles are in jail tonight after Atlanta police say one of their specialized 
units found them with not only drugs, but stolen guns. Officers recovered a total of seven weapons-- two of which 
are high caliber pistols.

07/11/17 5p/6p 2:40
A woman faces charges after a shooting that killed a 10-year-old boy on the fourth of July in Atlanta. Sincere Jordan 
was inside an apartment on Etheridge drive with three other children. Police have arrested Shatora jones. We're told 
she's the mother of two of those children.

07/11/17 11p 1:15
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14-month old twins from Clayton County are found safe, after a Levi's call was issued earlier this evening.  Police 
believe they were taken by their mother, who left behind vital medical equipment needed to keep one of the babies 
alive.

07/11/17 11p 1:20
Federal agents say she's *dangerous*-- and on the run.  The FBI now believes this woman is behind six bank 
robberies and attempts, in two states-- And want to stop this trail of terror.

07/12/17 5p/6p 4:00
Hundreds of tires piled high in outside a DeKalb county home. And that's not all...Police also discovered 40-
thousand more tires on properties in Walton County. Tonight a man is in jail charged with the illegal dumping.
Neighbors say they are glad to hear this is finally being taken care of.

07/12/17 6p 1:55
Police and citizens work together to help catch a mail thief. Police say they caught him in Alpharetta’s windward 
area.

07/12/17 10p/11p 3:00
A ball of fire-- caught on cell phone video. Investigators say someone torched this car-- right next to a family's 
home. And what's even scarier-- firefighters say this is the work of an arsonist who's been targeting one metro 
Atlanta neighborhood. So far.... they've linked three cases to the fire-bug and they're worried there could be more.
The damage is in the hundreds of thousands of dollars?

07/12/17 10p/11p 3:00
A mystery in DeKalb County. Investigators are trying to figure out who they pulled from Ward Lake this afternoon. 
The man's body was found floating in the water seven days after a car crash in the same area.

07/12/17 11p 1:30
A sandy springs community is on high alert tonight...Residents in one gated neighborhood say a group of thieves 
stole all four tires off several cars... And in the dead of the night.

07/13/17 10p/11p 3:00
Raids, all across one part of metro Atlanta ...As authorities search for child predators. Over the past several days 
police descended on numerous neighborhoods and say some people had thousands of images of child porn.

07/13/17 5p/6p 3:00
Burglars so bold--one of them even tried to move a homeowner's surveillance camera to avoid detection.
Tonight, sandy springs police want your help identifying these two men before they strike again.  It only took them a 
matter of minutes to get away with thousands of dollars in jewelry.  

07/13/17 11p 1:40
Many of you have cameras, but they may not be enough to prevent thieves from breaking into your home. 
Police talked with Fox five about what can be done to keep crooks from ripping you off. 

07/14/17 5p/6p 4:10
Canton police release more information after making additional arrests in a triple shooting last month that left two 
men dead. Authorities say 70 rounds were fired that night between two groups of people following an altercation.

07/14/17  5P/6P  5:48
PRISON BUS SHOOTING  - The FOX 5 I-Team learned an unlocked door is to blame for allowing two inmates to 
gain access to the restricted area of a prison bus, ultimately leading to the murders of two correctional officers in 
June. Donnie Rowe and Ricky DuBose were recaptured two days later in Tennessee. They now face capital murder 
charges. According to multiple sources, family members were told DuBose was the one who first managed to slip 
out of his handcuffs because they were loose and not double-locked as per policy. They say he was then able to free 
his former cellmate Rowe. Sources say family members were told the padlock on this door was left unlocked, 
allowing the inmates to surprise the two officers and grab an unsecured handgun. The driver slammed on the brakes 
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and tried to fight back but was shot three times. The other officer was also shot multiple times. Sources say law 
enforcement officers have a confession from Ricky DuBose. They told the family he's the trigger man.

07/14/17 10p/11p 3:00
A violent early morning encounter in midtown ends in the arrest of a knife-wielding prostitute.
That, according to Atlanta police... Who tell us it all began when an upset resident tried to confront Raymond Hill 
about not bringing prostitution into their neighborhood.

07/14/17 10p/11p 3:00
Dunwoody police share an urgent warning tonight -- after two men are caught on surveillance video targeting 
elderly shoppers... Stealing wallets or purses, and then going out on shopping sprees. Police say these two go after 
the elderly because they're typically  more vulnerable.

07/15/17 6p/10p/11p 4:30
A pair of burglars leave empty handed after a failed attempted smash and grab. It happened early this morning at an 
electronics store in Buckhead. The business, called i-hospital, repairs and replaces apple devices.

07/15/17 6p/10p/11p 4:30
Police need your help to solve the brutal murder of an eighteen-year-old gunned down sitting outside a food mart.
Tonight-- they’re releasing new information to the public… to help detective solve the crime. 

07/16/17 10p/11p 3:00
A man is dead and a sheriff's deputy is recovering after a shootout at a home in Forsyth County. According to the 
Forsyth county sheriff's office, it all started around 2 o'clock this afternoon when deputies responded to a domestic 
violence call at home on Akins way.  When deputies arrived, they say the man inside opened fire.  

7/17/2017 5P/6P 2:45
The Forsyth County deputy shot while responding to a domestic abuse call is at home with his family. Authorities 
expect deputy Jon Beival to make a full recovery, but this situation could have been more dangerous. 

7/17/2017 5P/6P/10P 4:15
A Dunwoody teen is the victim of a bizarre attack. Police have released a sketch of the unidentified man they say 
punched her in the face at a Dunwoody apartment complex, then ran off. 

7/17/2017 5P/6P 3:10
The search is on for an armed robber after a brazen crime at a restaurant in Gwinnett County. Police say a man held 
up a manager at gunpoint inside a Denny’s just outside of Norcross, before making off with case from a safe. 

7/17/2017 5P/6P/11P 5:30
It’s cellphone video that has gone viral. It shows a Dekalb County Police officer repeatedly striking a homeless 
woman who is resisting arrest. The officer has since come under a firestorm of criticism. While the officer is being 
investigated to determine i f his actions were proper, some community members are staging a boycott of the store. 

7/17/2017 10P 1:40
A Clayton County man is behind bars accused of stealing several computers from a doctor’s office in Henry County. 
Police say they tracked Changamire Williams to his Ellenwood home because of an app on one of the computers. 

7/17/2017 10P/11P 4:00
The Atlanta police department needs your help identifying criminals responsible for burglarizing the advanced auto 
parts store on Moreland Avenue. It happened not once, not twice, but three times. Both men were captured on 
surveillance video and did little to hide from the cameras. 
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7/18/2017 5P/6P 2:40
A mother is in jail accused of leaving her one year old daughter in a hot car and trying to conceal the baby’s death. 
Police found Dijanelle Fowler in a car in a parking deck at Emory University hospital last month. She was 
unresponsive and her daughter was dead inside the car. At first, police said they did not suspect foul play, but now 
Dekalb County Police aren’t buying the mother’s story. 

7/18/2017 5P/6P/10P 5:55
An 86-year old international jewel thief has been arrested in Metro Atlanta…again! But this time, police say Doris 
Payne wasn’t taking jewelry. This time, she’s accused of shoplifting at a Walmart in Chamblee while she was 
supposed to be on house arrest for a previous crime. 

7/18/2017 10P/11P 2:10
A Roswell woman is indicted on federal charges after authorities say she sold counterfeit pills laced with fentanyl 
and synthetic opioids. As we have reported before, those types of pills carry a higher risk of overdose and death. 

7/18/2017 10P/11P 2:25
A home burned to the ground and a local family left to sift through the ashes. A new twist as investigators tell Fox 5 
that the blaze was intentionally set. And now, they want to find out why. 

7/18/2017 11P 1:30
McDonough police are on the hunt for a trio of crooks who officers say are giving banks counterfeit checks. 
Investigators say these criminals add in a twist to their plan. They recruit homeless people to take on all the risk and 
go into the banks with the bad checks. 

07/18/17  6P/6P  3:51
PRISON DRONE ATTACKS - So far this year Georgia correctional officers have spotted 35 drones flying over 
their facilities. Last year, they saw only one. Authorities believe cheaper prices and successful smuggling efforts 
have encouraged more drone attempts to deliver contraband over the prison fence lines. Georgia prison authorities 
have spent years trying – and mostly failing – to stop cell phones from getting inside the prison walls. Now they've 
got to figure out how to stop these drones from penetrating their security. Soon the Georgia Department of 
Corrections will roll out new drone technology at no cost for one test prison... an early detection system for 
incoming drones. They also wonder whether drones could be programmed to not fly over prison locations... much 
like they're blocked over major airports like Hartsfield-Jackson.

7/19/2017 5P/6P/10P 4:10
A man in town working on the Hollywood films “Rampage” and “Godzilla Two”, is found dead inside his Dekalb 
County apartment. Someone shot him multiple times and police say they have no suspects or even a motive. Joseph 
LIvolsi’s body was found at the Eastwyck apartments on Eastwyck Circle in Decatur. 

7/19/2017 5P/6P 3:00
An advocacy group for veterans says police had others options than to shoot and kill an ex-serviceman who took 
over a Marietta Bank branch. The unusual crime blocked several nearby streets and terrorized customers and 
employees of that bank when Brian Easley claimed he’d taken a bomb inside the building.

7/19/2017 5P/6P/10P 5:40
The 86-year old international jewel thief who was arrested at a Dekalb County Walmart is now back in jail. 
Chamblee police arrested Doris Payne on a shoplifting charge. She bonded out, but she was quickly arrested again. 
That’s because she is currently on house arrest for stealing a two-thousand dollar necklace from Perimeter mall. 

7/19/2017 5P 2:10
Life can throw us some unexpected curve balls. And for one Carroll County husband and father, the last few years 
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have been a roller coaster ride. John Pulliam’s life was thrown off course when a pickup truck driver turned in front 
of his motorcycle, leaving him with a life-altering injury. 

7/19/2017 10P/11P 3:10
Police say two thieves betrayed her trust, then took advantage of her in the worst way. Only on Fox 5 news, police 
release new video of a violent pair of robbers who ambushed and beat a woman at a McDonough motel. 
Investigators say it was a set up. One criminal pretended to befriend the victim, only to gain access into her room. 

7/19/2017 10P/11P 2:55
A search for two suspected thieves who ran from police after a high-speed chase is underway. That chase started on 
Howell Mill Road and ended miles away in Southwest Atlanta. And that’s where police arrested two juveniles. 

7/19/2017 10P/11P 3:30
What starts as an early morning run for one Atlanta man, ends in a brutal attack. Calvin Glaser tells Fox 5, he was 
out jogging in Grant Park, when he was jumped by three men and robbed at gunpoint.

7/19/2017 11P 1:25
Police are on the hunt for criminals desperately seeking guns. And who police say break into businesses by any 
means to get their hands on them. 

7/20/2017 5P/10P/11P 4:35
A woman walked into a Cobb County starbucks, saying she’d been shot. But when people tried to help her, she 
drove away. Then, she called 911 but wouldn’t stop so paramedics could help her. 

7/20/2017 5P/6P 3:15
Gwinnett County police are searching for the person behind a double shooting. That shooter shot a man in his face 
and a juvenile in the back. The shooting happened in a community on Highpoint Court in Snellville. 

7/20/2017 5P/6P/10P 5:00
Gwinnett County police have charged Isabel Martinez of stabbing her husband and four children to death. A fifth 
child was also stabbed but survived. Now, we’re learning what that survivor says about the moments before the 
brutal murders. 

7/20/2017 5P/10P 3:30
A drug house that authorities say supplied narcotics to dealers in Upson, Pike, Spaulding, Monroe, Clayton, and 
Henry Counties is closed for business, and authorities have seized drugs and cash. Butts County’s sheriff says an 
anonymous tip a year ago about someone selling the date rape drug uncovered the drug house that supplied a lot 
more than just GHB. 

7/20/2017 5P/6P 3:30
We’re getting an inside look into an unusual crime that shut down streets and terrorized people. Earlier this month, 
military veteran Brian Easley walked into a Wells Fargo in Cobb County claiming he had a bomb and he took two of 
the workers hostage. An advocacy group criticized that the swat team wouldn’t let Easley’s family talk to him and 
eventually shot and killed him. 

7/20/2017 10P/11P 3:15
More than half a dozen people across the city are robbed at gunpoint in less than two hours. Police tell us two of the 
four people behind those crimes are still on the run. 

7/21/2017 6P/10P 4:10
New details tonight about the moments leading up to the shooting deaths of two Georgia corrections officers. 
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Prisoners Rickey Dubose and Donnie Rowe are accused of killing officers Curtis Billue and Chris Monica on a 
personal transport bus in Putnam County last month. Department officials tell us what went wrong and what’s being 
done to make sure this doesn’t happen again. 

7/21/2017 6P 1:25
Armed, dangerous, and on the run. Police are looking for Walter Lowe after his wife was found dead by her son 
inside their Gwinnett County home. Police say the couple had a history of domestic abuse. 

7/21/2017 6P/10P 3:40
Police are looking for two people after they tried to rob and assault a woman at an ATM in Coweta County. And it 
could have been much worse had it not been for a McDonald’s employee who saw it all happen and scared them off. 

7/21/217 6P :50
Handwritten letter detailing sex with an inmate, that’s what police say led to the arrest of a medical assistant, who 
was working at the Fulton County jail. Aleah Risby now faces charges, after authorities discovered her letters to that 
inmate. 

7/21/2017 6P/10P/11P 3:30
What started as some fun in a Northwest Atlanta public pool, ends in tragedy. Police say an 18 year old was 
swimming with friends and family after hours, when he drowned. Medics administered CPR and the teen was rushed 
to Grady, but he didn’t make it. 

7/21/2017 10P/11P 3:40
A Cobb County mother is in jail after police say she abandoned her child to go clubbing. Neighbors say Deborah 
Ann Oats’ child showed up at their doorstep, hungry and begging for food, and that’s not all. According to Marietta 
police, officers found the child living in deplorable conditions. 

7/21/2017 10P/11P 3:10
Police have a warning tonight, for people to be on the lookout for a crew of heartless burglars. They say the culprits 
are preying on the elderly, the sick, and even the dead. 

7/21/2017 10P/11P 2:50
A huge email scheme is crossing state lines. According to the FBI, two men withdrew money from two banks in 
Georgia. And one of the culprits is wearing a very distinctive piece of jewelry that refers to a Bible scripture. 

7/23/2017 6P 1:30
A 40-year old man was found shot to death in his car in Southeast Atlanta. Police have identified the victim as 
Michael Henley of Atlanta. He was found slumped over his steering wheel early this morning on Crogman Street. 

7/23/2017 6P/10P/11P 4:20
A Gwinnett County man accused of killing his wife made his first appearance in court. Authorities say 51-year old 
Walter Lowe was on the run after Thursday’s homicide and turned himself in yesterday. 

7/23/2017 6P 1:15
A shootout outside a metro Atlanta Applebee’s restaurant leaves two people injured. This after a fight breaks out 
between customers. It happened on Duluth highway in Lawrenceville. 

7/23/2017 10P/11P 3:00
An investigation is underway following a shooting in Dekalb County. The shooting happened at the Ashgrove 
Apartments on Hambrick Road in Stone Mountain. 
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7/24/2017 5P/6P 2:45
Erica Powell’s 12-year old son found his mother shot to death in their home in Gwinnett County. Police have the 
stepfather, Walter Lowe, in custody on murder charges after he turned himself in. 

7/24/2017 10P/11P 3:25
Disabled, injured, and vulnerable. A woman with a walker is attacked outside an Atlanta hospital. Police say she 
was there to see her doctor when a gunman threatened to kill her. 

7/24/2017 10P/11P 3:10
A man is dead after Dekalb County police say he broke into a couple’s house and the homeowner opened fire. 
Officers say the intruder had on a wig and arched eyebrows. The victims told investigators they initially thought the 
man was a woman. 

7/24/2017 11P 1:35
Ten thousand dollars, that’s how much the family of a Cobb County man is willing to pay to find out who killed 
their loved one. Roland Milton was shot to death outside an apartment complex in Cobb County. And now, his 
family wants to know who pulled the trigger. 

7/25/2017 5P/6P/11P 4:00
A 34-year old cold case is now back open and the sheriff’s office says it has a pretty good idea who is behind the 
murder. It happened in 1983 in Spalding County, and the sheriff tells us the people responsible coerced and 
intimidated witnesses to stay quiet. It’s a different time now, and he says those people aren’t power anymore. 

7/25/2017 5P/6P/10P 5:00
Duluth Police rescued two dogs and a cat locked in a car in a Walmart parking lot in the scorching heat. 

7/25/2017 10P/11P 2:40
Gunmen storm a local convenience store, but their escape proved a lot harder than the entrance. It was a bizarre 
scene, two men rushed in swinging their guns in all directions, then left with nothing after holding a clerk at 
gunpoint. The scary encounter happened at a Texaco gas station in Dekalb County. 

7/25/2017 11P 1:15
Caught on camera, a crook who wields a hammer and has targeted nine small businesses in one part of Metro 
Atlanta. Woodstock police say the man you see in this surveillance video is on the hunt for cash and they want him 
off the streets now. 

7/25/2017 5P/6P/10P 5:55
New developments in the suspension of the officer who you’ve seen in a takedown video. Atlanta’s police chief has 
said the use of force was excessive. But other officers say the chief made a snap judgement. 

7/26/17 5P/6P 2:10
That's because police say the gummies are laced with drugs.  Atlanta police found the THC filled bears, other drugs, 
and cash during a traffic stop on howell mill road. Now...  They're warning parents about the dangers of the drug-
tainted candy.

7/26/17 5p/6p 2:00
A knife wielding robber has his sights set on c-v-s stores in Gwinnett County. So far, he's hit three locations and 
authorities predict that he will probably strike again. He first hit a store in Lawrenceville.
Then Loganville and now, Lilburn.
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7/26/17 5p/6p 3:20
A sheriff's deputy discovers a dog locked inside a hot car in Coweta County.  The deputy goes looking for the pet's 
owners -- and says he found the unexpected...Investigators say the pet owners were busy burglarizing a business.

7/26/17 10p/11p 2:10
Atlanta police say they're searching for a man who  is behind a series of robberies at several major downtown hotels.
Daniel Duplessy's last known crime -- investigators tell us -- was at the Marriott grand marquis hotel... Where he 
was caught on camera, stealing a backpack full of electronics.

7/26/17 11p 1:20
A frightening ordeal for a local man. Decatur police say car burglars turned violent and shot at him.
In repose officers have stepped up their presence in that neighborhood.

7/26/17 5p/6p 3:00
An a 78-year-old grandmother is missing -- and police say her home, is a crime scene. Police have arrested her 
grandson on multiple charges surrounding her disappearance. Our cameras were rolling just minutes ago when 
Dekalb County police took him from police headquarters to the jail.

7/27/17 10p/11p 3:00
A dog named Zoey is being hailed as a hero. Zoey's owner says -- when two suspicious men appeared to be breaking 
into cars in a Buckhead parking deck -- his dog sprang into action. Zoey scared one of the men so much, he jumped 
on top of a car and didn't move until police arrived.

7/28/17 5p/6p 2:30
A developing story out of Atlanta -- Police are searching for a gunman who they think was involved in two separate 
shootings this morning. It started with the report of a shooting near joseph e. Boone boulevard. Officers found an 
Uber driver shot there. Just minutes later -- officers got another call about a woman shot in the face on Oakmont 
drive. That woman is at Grady memorial hospital tonight and that's where we find fox 5's patty pan.

7/28/17 5P/6P 3:00
A Lamar County deputy is recovering after coming in contact with a chemical while serving a search warrant
The incident happened this morning on Aldora street. As deputies approached the home, they heard what sounded to 
them like gunfire or an explosion.

7/28/17 5P/6P 2:00
There's now a two-thousand dollar reward for information in the murder of this young father in Southwest Atlanta.
Police say 19 year old Jacarlos Jeffries was hanging out with friends on fletcher street earlier this month.
That’s when someone walked up and started shooting.
Jeffries was hit and died at the hospital. 

7/28/17 5p/6p 3:10
Fulton County's so-called urban cowboy is back in the news. Brandon Fulton says he was recently found not guilty 
on a host of animal cruelty charges.  But his legal troubles are not over.  

7/28/17 10p/11p 2:40
Police want to get a dangerous man off the streets.. Good evening, I’m Ken Rodriguez.. in for Tom Haynes.. 
Authorities say they're on the hunt for a sexual predator.. and need your help to track him down.. They tell us this 
man.. knocked on a woman's door.. forced his way into her home.. to sexually assault her.. 

7/28/17 10p/11p 3:00
A man walks into a store... Seconds after it was robbed...And found the crook inside assaulting a store employee. 
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7/29/17 6p/10p/11p 4:00
Atlanta police are releasing photos and surveillance footage of a man they believe is responsible for shooting two 
people and injuring a third in two separate shootings Friday morning. Authorities say a woman was shot in the face 
on Oakmont drive....then minutes later, an Uber driver shot in his car on Joseph E. Boone boulevard.

7/30/17 10p/11p 3:00
The search is on for a gunman who shot two people. 
It happened near a McDonald’s restaurant on old national highway and highway 138. 

7/31/17 5p/6p 3:00
A major break in a car break-in case that impacted firefighters all over metro Atlanta.
They'd go out on a call, and when they returned- they'd find their car windows smashed and their belongings gone.
Today, police announced an arrest in that case.
Police say they have linked a Lawrenceville man and woman to break-ins at least forty four locations, spanning 
multiple counties.

7/31/17 5p/6p 3:00
Gwinnett county police are stepping  up patrols after one  teen's frightening run-in with a stranger in Peachtree 
corners. The boy told police a man tried to grab him  in the  woods behind his home Sunday night.

7/31/17 5p/6p 3:00
We're learning new information tonight about the disappearance of a DeKalb county grandmother. Millicent 
Williams hasn't been seen in more than a week. Tonight, her grandson -- Gregory Williams --is charged with her 
murder even though her location is still unknown.

7/31/17 10p/11p 3:00
The front door smashed in... A glass cabinet, shattered... And more than 10-thousand-dollars worth of guns -- gone -
- and now in the hands of dangerous criminals.Holly springs police authorities are trying to find the crooks  who 
broke into a gun store, made off with several firearms, and left behind serious damage.

7/31/17 10p/11p 3:00
He's accused of injuring his own baby and leaving him to suffer...Tonight, Christopher Hansen is in the Coweta 
County jail facing charges from child cruelty to murder in the death of his five-month-old son.

8/01/17 10p/11p 2:30
An agonizing wait for the family of a missing army veteran. Army veteran Chase Massner disappeared three years 
ago. Earlier today... Investigators dug up a set of remains found behind a home in Cobb County. And tonight... 
Massner's family is waiting to learn if those remains... are his.

8/01/17 10p/11p 3:00
It didn't take long at all.
Surveillance video shows the moment a man carjacked a woman at a gas station on Moreland avenue... in the middle 
of the day. Police are trying to find the man responsible for this bold crime.

8/2/17 5p/6p 3:10
A grandmother is out on bond tonight --- charged in the deadly dog attack that killed her 20-month-old grandson.
Police say Sandra Adams was outside with her grandson yesterday at her home in Hartwell --- near the South 
Carolina border -- when her two Pitbulls ran out and attacked the boy.

8/2/17 5p/6p 3:20
They put their lives on the line every day and today was no exception. Atlanta police say a firefighter spotted a man 
and a woman breaking into cars outside fire station number 10 --- and they opened fire. That woman was arrested, 
but police are still looking for the man involved.
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8/2/17 5p/6p 3:00
Dekalb police are on the lookout for one of the men seen in this brazen burglary. Officers say the pair stole nearly a 
dozen t-vs and laptops from a business near tucker. We've learned that the crew hit the business three times in a 
matter of hours.

8/2/17 5p/6p 3:00
Lawn service companies listen up, you've got a pair of thieves targeting you. The pair have struck twice in Douglas 
county, and they've also hit trucks in Smyrna and Hiram.  The Douglas county sheriff's office has pretty good video 
of the two men, and they know someone will know who they are.

8/2/17 10p/11p 3:00
Tonight.. a warning for thousands of people across the city. If you go to the movies this summer.. check your bank 
statements. Police say a worker at a popular movie spot.. may have stolen hundreds of people's bank cards.. 
And they're worried.. the money stolen from customers.. could run into the thousands.

8/2/17 11p 1:30
The search is on for a woman accused of racking up thousands of dollars of charges in other people's names.
Henry county police have a name to go with the face captured on store surveillance...  
Monica Mitchell is wanted for a string of fraudulent financial transactions dating all the way back to February.  

8/3/17 5p/6p 2:20
A home invader breaks into a home where a mother and her three small children are living -- but she fights back to 
protect her kids. She shots and killed the man who broke into her house on Griggs street in Cobb County.
That mother called 9-1-1 to say she'd shot an intruder.

8/3/17 5p/6p 3:00
We're learning more about the DeKalb county mother accused of leaving her one-year-old daughter in a hot car 
while she got her hair done. Police say Dijanelle Fowler then parked at Emory University hospital and tried to 
conceal the baby's death.

8/3/17 5p/6p 3:00
An alert tonight from Milton police. They're on the hunt for  a man and woman -- Accused of breaking into homes 
up for sale and stealing thousands of dollars worth of items. Investigators say the pair you see here hit four vacant 
houses in a little over a week.

8/3/17 5p/6p 3:20
This story will break your heart.  This little guy is paralyzed after someone shot him with a BB gun. What makes 
this story even worse, whoever did it, just left Ryker on his own. By the time a good samaritan found him his back 
paws were severely injured from dragging them on the concrete. He has a wheel chair now but needs more care.

8/3/17 10p/11p 3:10
A chaotic getaway through several cities ends with a crash on a major road in Gwinnett County. Police say the 
mayhem involved several stolen cars.. including an officer's patrol car..  and at least half a dozen hit and run 
accidents before it all came to a halt..

8/3/17 11p 1:25
Tonight police want to know who shot and killed a father. Police say it was especially brutal with 27 year old 
Thomas Grier being shot multiple times. Tonight Grier's family is hoping someone will come forward and their son's 
killer will be caught. 

8/4/17 5p/6p 3:00
A 70-year-old woman is found brutally murdered inside her own home. Dekalb county police went to the woman's 
house on panthers trace for a welfare check -- and made the tragic discovery. The woman had been murdered.
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8/4/17 5p/6p 3:20
The family of a man shot and killed by US Marshals one year ago continues to have questions about his death.
26-year-old Jamarion Robinson was shot 76 times by law enforcement. US Marshals say he opened fire on them 
when they raided his east point apartment. But more than a year later -- the family tell us the marshals have not 
talked to the district attorney. And that means the district attorney can't finish his investigation.

8/4/17 5p/6p 3:00
Take a good look at this woman -- henry county police are searching for her tonight. They say she put on a wig-- 
and tried to cash a fraudulent check with a stolen i-d. Police say that ID was stolen from a car parked at a *church.*

8/4/17 10p/11p 4:00
Caught on camera-- deputies say robbers fight to steal a car...  And the driver fights back!  Fayette county deputies 
are trying to track down two violent robbers, who threatened the man with guns, and took off with his car.

8/5/17 6p/10p/11p 4:30
Authorities across Georgia are on the hunt for a man accused of hiding the body of a missing veteran. 26-year-old 
Chase Masser disappeared three years ago in cobb county...  And this week -- his body was found in the backyard of 
a friend.

8/6/17 10p/11p 2:00
A teenager is behind bars tonight charged with armed robbery and aggravated assault after a dramatic arrest in a 
DeKalb county neighborhood... According to DeKalb police, Gwinnett police asked for help from the DeKalb swat 
team to bring in 19-year-old Joshua Foster. Police believe foster is connected to multiple crimes.

8/7/17 5p/6p 3:00
A Local rapper is gunned down in southeast Atlanta. Tonight police are on the hunt for the person who shot and 
killed Jabril Ab'dur-Rahman also known as "Yung Mazi." Now, this is the same rapper who was shot last December 
at a Buckhead waffle house. 

8/7/17 5p/6p 2:10
Now, to a fox five exclusive -- A security breach at Hartsfield-Jackson airport leads to a police chase on the airfield.
According to officials, a man entered a secured area and ran several hundred yards before officers were able to 
capture him.

8/7/17 5p/6p 3:00
A McDonough family is devastated, and searching for answers, after someone killed their dog. Their 3 year old 
labradoodle was found shot and killed alongside a busy roadway.

8/7/17 10p/11p 3:20
A father is dead tonight.. and his baby girl is fighting for her life after a stand-off in Forsyth County. Deputies say 
the man was with the child in their home when he shot and killed himself. Meanwhile.. they tell us his wife ran to a 
neighbor's house to call police.

8/7/17 10p/11p 3:00
Teenagers visiting Atlanta are held at gunpoint then, carjacked in midtown. Tonight, Atlanta police are searching for 
the people responsible. Cops say the victims are o-k but the dangerous thieves are still on the loose.

8/7/17 11p 1:40
Masked intruders are breaking into pawn shops across metro Atlanta, in search of weapons. That, according to 
officials -- who tell us these smash-and-grab robberies have happened in Jackson county... Walton county...and 
Newton county.

8/8/17 5p/6p 3:00
A developing story out of Gwinnett County -- police have arrested the man accused of stabbing his girlfriend to 
death.  Police have been looking for Jesse Bodie since his the body of his girlfriend -- Vera Tulbure -- was found 
yesterday at a home on crescent walk lane in Suwanee. 
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8/8/17 5p/6p 3:00
Tonight the search is on for the person who killed a father of eight. 58 year old Solomon Williams was changing the 
door locks of his home when an intruder approached him, tried to come inside then shot Williams through the door.
It happened yesterday afternoon on Gossamer Street in Union City. 

8/8/17 5p/6p 2:00
A terrifying crime -- a gunman pulls up at a fast food drive thru and points an a-r 15  at the clerk inside then, grabs 
cash from the register. Only later do police realize that the gun is a fake!

8/8/17 5p/6p 4:00
A burglar breaks into a church and knocks a hole in the wall. he reason...To gain access to a restaurant. 
He got away with very little, but caused a lot of damage And as Christy Hutchings with news radio 1067 tells us, the 
manager.. doesn't want the burglar going to jail, he wants to give him a job.

8/8/17 6p 1:30
A massive crackdown on street racing nets more than 2 dozen arrests and 16 impounded cars in Clayton County.
The Clayton county police department and sheriff's office joined forces for the operation near Hartsfield-Jackson.  
Investigators say they hope this sends a message to anyone planning to hit the streets illegally.  

8/8/17 10p/11p 3:00
Heartbreaking words from the mother of a veteran. She's demanding answers from the man charged with concealing 
her son's death. Tonight, authorities statewide are still on the hunt for James Bradshaw clement. Clement's car was 
found after a look-out across the metro.

8/8/17 11p 1:30
Take a look at this. This is 160 pounds of marijuana... Investigators in Rockdale County intercepted the huge haul 
shortly after it arrived in the county. 

8/9/17 5p/6p 3:00
This father is in jail and his son is in state custody after accusations that he used seatbelt material to restrain his little 
boy. Tonight, Michael Jones is charged with contributing to the deprivation of a minor. The division of family and 
children services went to the house on Roosevelt circle in Marietta and found the little boy restrained with seat belt 
material around his waist.

8/9/17 5p/6p 3:00
Take a look at this 50 dollar bill. It looks real, right? Pickens county sheriff's deputies have issued a warning after 
several fake 50's and at least one fake 100 dollar bill surfaced.

8/9/17 5p/6p 2:00
A group of suspected burglars is behind bars -- accused in a crime spree spanning several counties. Police say these 
people are responsible for crimes in Henry County... Conyers.... Monroe County... and Bibb County. According to 
authorities, the suspected crooks were even driving a stolen car when they were caught. The group didn't give in 
easily... And led officers on a chase, before they were taken into custody.

8/10/17 5p/6p 3:00
A pair of thieves hit a southwest Atlanta car dealership early this morning. It was clear they were after one thing in 
particular But as Christy Hutchings with news radio 1067 tells us, the duo couldn't find it.

8/10/17 5p/6p 3:00
A heartbreaking story out of Jackson county -- a family's two dogs got out of their yard -- and are found shot and 
killed on the side of the road. One was a beagle. The other, a boxer. Now the family wants to know who killed their 
pets.
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8/10/17 5p/6p 3:00
A man who escaped law enforcement is back in custody tonight, after an hours-long manhunt.The search involved 
several law enforcement agencies and a K9 unit.  Police tell fox five the man escaped during a quick bathroom stop 
during transport.

8/10/17 5p/6p 3:00
He was wanted in connection with the death of a missing veteran. Now James Bradley clement is behind bars.
Authorities had been searching for clement for close to a week. Earlier this evening, they captured him outside a 
grocery store off north druid hills, and took him straight to jail.

8/11/17 5p/6p 3:10
Deputies suspect the men in this car just committed a crime. When they tried to pull the car over, the driver takes 
off. But a deputy rams the car -- causing a crash. This all started when two men robbed the AT&T store on Thornton 
road in Douglas county. They pulled out guns and demanded money. Police spotted the suspects a few minutes later.

8/11/17 5p/6p 3:30
A man accused by police of stealing tens of thousands of dollars from Gwinnett county families is on the run 
tonight. Officers say "Richard Scott King" preyed primarily on seniors -- offering them roofing services for upfront 
payment... But then never delivering.

8/13/17 6p/11p 3:20
A man wanted for holding an elderly woman at gunpoint is shot and killed by a Habersham county deputy during an 
attempted traffic stop. All of this happening this morning on US 441. Officials say they received look-outs from two 
different counties and tonight the Georgia Bureau of investigation is working to figure out what led to that deputy 
firing his weapon. 

8/14/17 6p/11p 2:40
Tonight a man is behind bars after allegedly assaulting an eight year old boy. It happened back in May at a home on 
North Redan circle in Stone Mountain.  Dekalb county police say the man whipped, choked and body slammed the 
little boy... Leaving bruises and scars.

8/14/17 10p/11p 3:20
There have been reports across the country of thieves using electronic devices to unlock keyless entry cars...
A local homeowner says he thinks that's how crooks got away with his truck.

8/15/17 10p/11p 3:00
A man is in custody after officers say he fired 19 rounds at them and barricaded himself inside a hotel.
Amazingly Clayton county police officers ended the situation peacefully --without firing any shots of their own.
It all started when police noticed a car stolen out of Texas at the south side inn. Information led them to the suspects 
room -- but he couldn't come out. Instead he stared shooting.

8/15/17 11p 1:45
A warning for anyone who uses ATMs. Police in henry county say someone has been putting skimmers on the 
machines to steal your information.

8/16/17 5p/6p 3:00
A former teacher will spend two years in prison for having sex with a student. Corey sweat pleaded guilty to having 
sex with a student while he was a teacher at 'chapel hill' high school in douglas county.  The crimes happened during 
the 2015-2016 school year. Tonight we've learned when rumors started to surface -- sweat simply got another job in 
another district. And he taught there until he was indicted earlier this year.

8/16/17 11p 1:55
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They came and went in less than two minutes, getting away with thousands of dollars in weapons. Now -- Cumming 
police have teamed up with the a-t-f to track down the masked burglars who broke into the Forsyth pawn shop by 
offering a big reward.

8/17/17 5p/6p 3:20
Right now there's a manhunt for a couple who deputies tell us is armed and dangerous. Take a good look at tiffany 
Washington and her boyfriend Kenneth "Andy" Faulkner. The Butts county sheriff says they tricked a 75-year-old 
man -- and robbed and beat him.

8/17/17 5p/6p 4:00
A terrifying situation after a man follows a 13 year old girl after school and exposes himself to her. It happened 
Tuesday in the falls of Autry Mills.

8/17/17 10p/11p 3:10
A confederate flag has been torn down twice in less than a week. 
The flag is causing a lot of controversy... And a new petition to bring it down permanently was started after the 
violence in Charlottesville.

8/17/17 10p/11p 3:00
Walton county officials are calling it the biggest takedown of suspected drug dealers in recent history.. 
A two year undercover operation catches more than two dozen people in Monroe.. for meth, crack cocaine, 
prescription pills, and a ton of illegal weapons.

8/18/17 5p/6p 3:00
Landon Terrel faces charges of aggravated battery. The warrant against Terrel says he hit the elderly victim -- 
breaking his ribs, lacerating his kidney, and puncturing his lung.

8/18/17 5p/6p 3:00
The Butts county sheriff has had enough and he's sending a message to repeat drug offenders--it will not be 
tolerated. In fact, the sheriff says 12 people in the city of Jackson are now behind bars on drug related charges.

8/18/17 10p/11p 2:00
Police say thieves try to make a quick getaway-- but get busted instead! It all played out in the city of Chamblee.. 
Police tell us when they received a call about a convenience store break-in.. they were so quick to respond.. they 
actually got there before the crooks got out.. 

8/18/17 10p/11p 3:00
A community is mourning the loss of one of their own... 18-year-old Paulding county high school graduate Tommy 
Robinson... Shot and killed Friday night shortly after leaving the school’s first football game of the year.

8/21/17                       5pm                            1:45
A man is in critical condition after he was shot by a burglar who was breaking into his grandson's Gwinnett county 
home. Fox 5's Aungelique Proctor tells us how the 14 year old boy's grandfather knew to check on the house. 

8/22/17                              5/6pm              3:10
Terrfying moments for an Atlanta family after burglars broke into their home while they were sleeping.
To make matters even worse, police say the suspects left an entire magazine of bullets behind.

8/22/17                          5/6/10pm                         9:00
The head of the FBI in Georgia says the protests in Virginia have changed the game and elevated the threat level 
when it comes to dealing with opposing groups here in the United States. You'll remember a car drove through the 
crowd killing one woman as two groups protested for and against taking  down a statue of a confederate leader.Fox 
5's morse diggs spoke with the FBI about what it's doing to protect our city and state.

8/22/17                          5/6/10pm                       5:10
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Police say Derek Renfroe lives in Paulding County. And deputies want to question him about the murder of Beth 
Harris. Harris' husband found her body inside a home on Hiram Sudie road in Hiram. 

8/22/17                               11pm                                   1:50
A nine year old girl has been hit by gunfire during a drive-by shooting in southwest Atlanta. Now police are on the 
hunt for whoever shot the child outside the Hidden Village apartments on Landrum Drive southwest.
\
8/23/17                          5/6/10pm                     6:20
New developments tonight in an armed robbery involving a pregnant suspect. Coweta County deputies tell us 
they've caught the pregnant woman and the guman who robbed a Waffle House back in July. Deputies say they've 
linked the pair to multiple robberies and burglaries around metro Atlanta. 

8/23/17                       5/6/10pm                         8:00
"A senseless anti-police act" -- that's what the police union calls recent vandalism against Atlanta police. 
Someone smashed and keyed a transport vehicle used for mounted patrol horses.

8/23/17                          5/6pm                                      3:55
The Bartow County sheriff's office is searching for leads after someone shot an 18-year-old early this morning. The 
teen was shot four times - but survived. This all happened on valley view drive.

8/23/17                            5/6pm                 3:00
A little girl was picking up toys in her southwest Atlanta apartment when bullets flew through the walls -- hitting 
her. 9-year-old Kendel Smith is hospitalized at Children's Healthcare of Atlanta Egleston tonight.
Police say she was the innocent victim of a drive by shooting just after 8 last night.

8/24/17                      5/6pm                       3:20
You pay your insurance premium every month.. but imagine if you found out that premium wasn't going to the 
company.. but instead into your agent's pocket. That's what state officials say went on at the Irwin agency in Rome. 

8/24/17                  5/6/1011pm           9:05
Authorities want to alert you to a scam out there that sounds legit but can cost you big bucks if you fall for it. And it 
involves gift cards. 

8/24/17                       5/6/10pm             5:50
A would be thief trying to commit a crime ends with him not netting any profit... Instead he endured a lot of pain. 
That pain came as a result of where he chose to hide from police ... Under a car in the parking garage.

8/24/17                 5/6pm       4:50
A frightening ordeal for a 19-year-old shopper. Gwinnett county police tell us this would be kidnapper followed her 
home and even grabbed her at her front door. Tonight police have obtained arrest warrants for Jamez Maclin for 
felony kidnapping and misdemeanor battery. 

8/24/17                         10/11pm          3:55
A mother's journey for justice for her murdered daughter has taken an important step.  Fulton County grand jury has 
indicted 50-year-old James Gresham for murder and other charges in the strangulation death of 26 year old Morgan 
Oller. The young mother's badly decomposed body was discovered in northwest Atlanta, wrapped in bedding a little 
more than a year ago.

8/25/17             5/610pm            5:30
The Hall county sheriff's office wants to figure out who these guys are-Investigators say they keep breaking onto a 
piece of dredging equipment. They've stolen items and spray painted equipment.

8/25/17                          5/6/10pm               6:55
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One of the southeast's most wanted armed robbers is now headed to jail for a long, long time. Tariq jones committed 
10 robberies in Georgia and Alabama. A federal judge sentenced Jones to life in prison plus 282 more years.

8/25/17                  10pm                  2:30
Turning now to a multi-county mail theft and check cashing scheme. Police say two criminals managed to rip-off 
individuals and businesses across seven metro Atlanta counties.  And what's worse-- investigators say they actually 
took their two-year-old daughter with them.

8/28/17                               6pm            1:50
A DeKalb County police officer is arrested and charged with vehicular homicide after he hit and killed a jogger with 
his patrol car last month. Police say it was an accident, but the officer was driving too fast.

8/28/17                   10/11pm                           3:55
Dogs as far as the eye can see--Police say they were all tied up, malnourished and left without water.
This was the heart-breaking scene today in polk county. Officers tell us it's the worst cruelty to animal case they’ve 
ever seen. And a man has been arrested and faces at least 60 counts of animal cruelty. 

8/29/17                  5/6pm           3:50
An 18 year old charged in a shocking case out of Gwinnett County  went before a Gwinnett County judge this 
afternoon to ask for bond. Angela Garcia is one of four teens charged in a vicious attack at an apartment in Tucker. 
Investigators say the teens attacked a woman in a home invasion -- threw boiling water on her, tased her then raped 
her. Garcia’s attorney argued that Garcia didn't commit the rape. 

8/29/17                   5/6pm         4:40
Police are looking for the gunman who opened fire inside a popular restaurant in midtown Atlanta. A gunman 
opened fire outside JCT Kitchen and Bar and then chased his victim into the restaurant and kept shooting. 

8/29/17                      10/11pm         4:05
Right now, the search is on for a carjacking suspect in Atlanta. It happened just a few hours ago inside a parking 
deck near the Lindberg Marta station. Police tell us that the carjacking also caused a major disruption to Marta 
service. 

8/29/17                     11pm                   1:15
The search is on for the person who police say killed a woman in broad daylight. The killer left Marquita Franklin 
laying in the middle of a street in a quiet DeKalb county neighborhood.

8/30/17                          5/10pm                      3:55
A ten year old is home safe tonight after he fights off a kidnapper. The boy walked out into his front yard when a 
man grabbed him. But the child knew karate and fought back.

8/30/17                 5/6/10pm                     6:30
Prosecutors have charged 16 postal service workers with accepting bribes to deliver drugs. A federal indictment 
claims that the workers across metro Atlanta were paid to deliver packages containing cocaine. 

8/30/17                          6pm         2:20
Henry County police are looking for a person of interest after a so called stranger shot and killed a Hampton man 
right in front of his wife. The deadly shooting happened in the wee hours of Sunday morning in a normally quiet 
Henry county cul-da-sac.

8/30/17                            6/10pm         4:15
Dekalb police are investigating a triple homicide. We're told  two of the victims were brother and sister. 

8/30/17                              10/11pm                  4:20
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Atlanta police want your help identifying the vehicles seen in this surveillance video. Investigators believe the black 
s-u-v and silver sedan were both part of a robbery that turned into a shooting. And it all spilled into a west midtown 
restaurant on Monday night.

8/31/17                 10/11pm           4:15
Cars riddled with bullet holes and residents scared for their lives. For two days in a row, police say gunfire in and 
around an apartment complex in southeast Atlanta has put the neighbors inside and around the community on edge. 

9/01/17            6/10/11pm     5:45
Ambushed and murdered--a veteran gunned down in his garage as he prepared to drive his wife to work.
It happened early this morning in a quiet stone mountain neighborhood. And police tell us the three killers are on the 
run.

9/01/17               10/11pm      4:40
Fed up after a rash of crimes, a local police officer turned to social media to warn residents.  The Dunwoody police 
lieutenant says it was the best way to get a message out immediately. 

9/01/17                 10/11pm         3:40
At least one person has been shot in the neighborhood on Sweet Ridge Court in Lithia Springs. Deputies are calling 
the current situation "very volatile."

9/04/17                      5/6/10pm             6:40
A Gwinnett county neighborhood is on edge tonight after -- police say -- three home intruders gunned down a local 
grandfather. The family says the intruders broke in while a 14-year-old boy was home alone. When his grandfather 
went over to check on the teen. That's when they shot him.

9/05/17                 5/6/10pm                             5:30
Chilling video shows the moment three men busted into a DeKalb county home, including one armed with a gun. 
Fox 5's Natalie Fultz spoke with the homeowner who is too terrified to be identified but says the burglars took much 
more than televisions and jewelry.

9/05/17                   5/6/10pm          6:40
Atlanta police tell fox five they've made an arrest in a kidnapping and sex assault case out of Carrollton. 
Carrolton police say the man kidnapped a University of West Georgia student as she left the grocery store last night  
-- then drove her to a church parking lot, and sexually assaulted her. Authorities eventually tracked the man to 
Atlanta this morning but he escaped. This afternoon, atlanta officers took him into custody.

9/05/17                          10pm              2:30
They broke into a house, stole keys, then returned hours later for the car. Police say the crime, that started in 
Decatur-- turned into a four day crime spree, involving three police jurisdictions.

9/05/17                  10pm        2:30
Stalked, chased down and then, robbed at gunpoint. Police with three different jurisdictions are on the hunt for two 
gunmen, who are targeting metro college students. So far three students have been robbed.

9/06/17                    5/6pm         3:25
A shootout in a Paulding county neighborhood. Paulding county deputies say the exchange of gunfire happened after 
thieves tried to steal a truck. But that resident had no intention of becoming a victim and fired a shot back.

9/06/17                    5/10pm                 3:55
A scalding hot cup of coffee was used as a weapon in an armored car robbery in DeKalb County .
Police say the man, seen in this surveillance video dressed in a construction uniform, ambushed a courier 
at a gas station on Panola road.  The robber threw the hot coffee on the victim, then took off with a bag of cash.
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9/06/17                              11pm                 2:05
Winder police are searching for three thieves who they say conned a man out of thousands of dollars. 
Now, the victim is offering up his own money as a reward. 

09/06-07/17 6P/10P 11:16
HENRY COUNTY SHOOTING  - The Fox 5 I-Team takes a detailed look at a recent police shooting in Henry 
County. We first reported the story using eye-witness video of the stand-off and the shooting of an armed man. 
When the case closed and the officer was cleared of wrongdoing, we examined the case file and pieced together the 
police videos - dash cams and body cams -  to tell the heartbreaking story of Earl Eubanks; a father, a Marine war 
veteran, recently divorce and the interaction he had with police that led to his death. Armed with a handgun, 
Eubanks held more than a dozen police officers at bay for 20 minutes, but what police didn't know at the time, was 
that the gun wasn't loaded.

9/07/17                10/11pm           3:40
The video is shocking.  A woman is dragged by a vehicle as she clings to her purse after a woman tried to take it 
from her. The thief got away with the purse, as well as the two thousand dollars that was inside the purse.

9/07/17                10/11pm               4:20
A long running investigation has led to the indictment of Snellville's mayor. The indictment includes 66 charges -- 
many involving taxes and campaign funds. Mayor Tom Witts has been under investigation for more than 4 years. 65  
of the charges against the mayor felonies. One is a misdemeanor.

9/12/17 10p/11p 3:00
Turning now to some criminals, who capitalized on the storm here in metro Atlanta. We spoke to victims who say 
they were hit by thieves... While much of the city was hunkered down during the storm.

9/14/17 5p/6p 3:00
Tonight one teenager is dead and another is on the run after an attempted robbery. DeKalb county police say the 
teens tried to rob a man as he walked his dog along cedar croft lane. But the man pulled out a gun and fired shots.
Fox 5's Aungelique proctor joins us live with the story. Aungelique, you have video of the confrontation from a 
neighbor's surveillance camera...

9/14/17 5p/6p 3:00
Two brothers who admitted to brutally killing a man outside a Fulton county gas station will each spend the next 18 
years in prison. The teens are no strangers to law enforcement-  They'd been arrested 30 times prior to the murder 
for other crimes, including auto theft and robbery. 

9/14/17 5p/6p 3:00
Coweta county authorities believe they now have the people responsible for shooting at two women -- in custody.
Police arrested six members of a motorcycle club in connection to the shooting. And as fox five's Doug Evans 
reports -- officers uncovered disturbing evidence inside the group's clubhouse.

9/14/17 10p/6p 3:00
A young father gunned down right outside his southwest Atlanta store. Tonight, Atlanta police are releasing new 
surveillance video of the double shooting. And residents in the area tell us this is not the first time that something 
like this has happened. The previous store owner was also murdered seven years ago.

9/14/17 10p/6p 3:00
A viral video showing a Cherokee county teacher's reaction to two students wearing "Make America Great Again" t-
shirts is causing a controversy. The video shows the teacher telling the students to turn the shirts inside out.
Tonight... She's out of the classroom while the school board decides what to do.

9/15/17 5p/6p 3:00
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Four days after Irma rolled though Georgia -- we're seeing success. The lights have come back on for more than 
900-thousand people. And almost everyone should have power by tomorrow night. But first a fox 5 exclusive -- 
college park police make a big arrest in a series of car break ins. Those break ins were caught on surveillance video.
And as fox 5's patty pan reports -- that video helped officers get their suspect. 

9/16/17 10p 1:30
A grandmother is targeted.. after numerous gunshots are fired into her Cherokee county business.. Deputies say this 
is a crime rarely seen in the area.. They tell us the car wash center owned and run by just one woman.. was shot at 
multiple times.. taking out most of the windows..

9/17/17 10p/11p 3:00
The Georgia tech community is mourning the loss of a student tonight.. Friends and fellow students are grieving 
over the loss of Scott "Scout" schultz.. The Georgia tech student died after a confrontation with campus police.. that 
led to one officer opening fire on the 21-year old.. 

9/18/17 5p/6p 3:00
A dangerous situation finally comes to a peaceful end.This all happened at a home on "Meadowview drive" in 
DeKalb county. Police say a man held his mother hostage all day. They spent hours negotiating with the man before 
the situation eventually came to an end.

9/18/17 5p/6p 3:20
Tonight the search is on for a man police say murdered his three month old baby girl. Police say forty four year old 
Charles Hamilton broke his daughter's ribs and caused so much head trauma- the baby's brain started to bleed. 

9/18/17 11p 1:30
7 years, 4 months --that's the sentence given to a 24 year old man, who is convicted of driving drunk when he 
crashed into 3 Marietta firefighters... Killing one of them.  The crash happened in Los Angeles last April. 
Fox 5's Denise Dillon is live in Marietta tonight.Denise, you spoke with that firefighter's parents?

9/18/17 10p/11p 3:00
We're following breaking news out of midtown tonight, where chaos has broken out on the georgia tech campus.
A campus wide alert has gone out to all students -- telling them to seek shelter and lock doors and windows.
All this happened after a vigil for a student, who was shot and killed by police over the weekend.

9/19/17 5p/6p 3:20
Take a good look at this woman in these surveillance photos. Morrow police say she's committing fraud and identity 
theft.Police tell us the woman had the victim's drivers license and debit card.

9/19/17 10p/11p 2:40
A 30-year-old man is dead and investigators want your help to find his killer.DeKalb police say someone shot and 
killed Steven Mayer in his basement apartment early Monday morning.  Fox five's Claire Simms is live at police 
headquarters and Claire, detectives say the landlord heard the shots.

9/19/17 10p/11p 2:40
Atlanta police are searching for *four* violent killers -- who shot and killed a man in cold blood during a carjacking.
Tonight -- officers are warning people to be on the lookout, as these criminals are still at large. Fox 5's Jaclyn 
Schultz joins us live from Atlanta police headquarters where police are releasing new details on the case tonight.

9/19/17 10p/11p 4:10
Two teens steal a car... Crash head on into a police cruiser... And then fire shots in the officers direction --
That's the dangerous situation the Jonesboro police chief says his officers were faced with...Even still -- the 
responding officer did *not* return fire. As fox 5's Denise Dillon reports -- the local police chief is proud of his 
officer.

9/20/17 5p/6p 3:00
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An attempted robbery ends in a shootout. Atlanta police say a restaurant delivery driver was trying to make a 
delivery in the east lake neighborhood -- when two men and two women approached him and started shooting.
But what the robbers didn't know-- the driver was armed too.. and he shot back.

9/20/17 10p/11p 3:00
Turning now to a developing story back here at home—Tonight...  We're learning more about what led to a "shelter 
in place emergency" at Emory University this afternoon. According to Emory officials, a man who was wanted by 
police ran onto school property.

9/20/17 10p/11p 3:00
A one-point-eight million dollar heist! That's how much money authorities say one man managed to get away with 
during a metro atlanta theft.
The FBI says it all started with a van stolen from a bank. And inside that van... Stacks and stacks of cash.

9/20/17 10p/11p 3:00
Tonight -- a suspected killer is on the run, and is likely driving his victim's car... After murdering a woman in her 
Smyrna home. That, according to cobb county police -- who want you to be on the look out for this man... 24-year-
old Brian Semrinec.

9/21/17                       5pm               1:50
Fayetteville police are looking for two robbers who hit a Dollar General on Banks Road. It happened Tuesday night, 
just minutes before the store closed. Police say the robbers are fast and appear to be very practiced.

9/21/17                        5/6pm        4:35
A woman was found shot to death in the middle of the street in northwest Atlanta. Police found her body shortly 
after 7:00 this morning along Hortense Place.Neighbors told officers they heard gunshots this morning. 

9/21/17                    5/6/11pm                  6:15
Two men run into a store -- point guns at the clerk -- and demand money. A customer runs away in fear.
She thinks she's found the perfect hiding spot -- until she comes face to face with the armed men. The robber 
marched the clerk at gunpoint right to the bathroom where the customer hid.
The robbery happened at Lilly's Luggage on Indian Trail Road in Norcross.

9/22/17                           5/6pm             3:35
Covington police are looking for some thieves who target hotel parking lots in the area, looking for anything of 
value.  Hotel guests come out to the parking lot to find their cars ransacked, locks broken, or windows smashed.

9/22/17                         10/11pm                     4:20
A show horse-- apparently targeted was shot to death in Cherokee county. The horse was found this morning, lying 
on its side, shortly after it was taken to pasture. Tonight the pressure is on to find the person responsible. There's 
now a 15-thousand-dollar reward in this case.

9/25/17                           5/10pm                  4:40
A controversial arrest, caught on camera, has Atlanta police taking a second look at training for officers.
The officer you see punching the man on the ground was suspended. Atlanta's police chief Erika Shields says he 
used excessive force... But some other officers disagreed. In the wake of claims of excessive force and the officer's 
suspension, Atlanta police are teaching alternative ways officers can safely bring a suspect under control.

9/25/17                    5/10pm           4:10
A DeKalb county family is heartbroken tonight after the murder of a college student. 20-year-old Stevenson 
Derivalwas gunned down during a weekend party. The shooting happened in Montgomery county-- where he was a 
junior at Brewton-Parker College. Derival graduated from Towers high school in dekalb county.
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9/25/17                    10pm         2:30
A dozen students robbed in a single month.  Now,  police are investigating the third case after seven Georgia Tech 
students were held up at gunpoint right off campus. The most recent robbery happened early Sunday morning. 
Atlanta police tell us they're taking some important steps to stop this dangerous trend.

9/26/17              5/6pm                       4:10
it's happened again. A Newnan charity that's been repeatedly hit by thieves -- has been hit again. Burglars stole a 
generator that powers a refrigerated trailer that the charity -- "Bridging the Gap" -- uses to transport food. But this 
time the community has come together to make sure this is the last time thieves the charity. 

9/26/17                   6pm                   2:30
Carrollton police asking for the public's help identifying the two men in this surveillance video..A mother and child 
were nearly hit by stray bullets when one of them opened fire at an apartment complex.

9/26/17             11pm                  2:30
Johns Creek police say thieves have been targeting apartment mail boxes. Here's what has police really worried... 
The postal worker responsible believes the crooks *may* have a master key to open mail boxes in at least two cities.

9/26/17                11pm     2:30
It's against the law -- and a major violation of privacy. A Carrollton man is facing serious  charges, after -- deputies 
say -- he was caught recording video up a woman's skirt in Walmart. What's worse -- the man is an employee.
Fox 5's jaclyn schultz talks exclusively to the woman who deputies say was his target-- and she tells us how she 
fought back. 

9/27/17                        5/6/10pm          5:15
A man is dead after robbers invade his Stone Mountain home.  His husband survived, but was tied up in a closet for 
hours. But what the robbers may not have known is the home owner had just installed cameras a few days earlier.   
Police hope the video will help someone identify these men.  

9/27/17                     5/6pm          3:35
A suspect is in the hospital after a shoot-out with atlanta police.
Police say it all started when a man carjacked a woman -- and then crashed into a city of Atlanta truck.
An officer shot the man -- but then back up officers jumped in to save the suspect's life.

9/27/17                      10/11pm           4:30
Caught on camera--Screams from a homeowner who, police say, walked in on a burglar breaking into her home! 
The frightening ordeal is rattling a tight-knit metro atlanta community.

9/27/17                     11pm         1:50
She's a smooth talking, calm and collected, robber who likes banks in grocery stores. Police in DeKalb and Henry 
counties are looking for the woman who  robbed  Suntrust banks in Publix stores in both counties.

9/28/17                         5/6pm                       5:35
A Peachtree City couple shares a shocking story with Fox 5.  Their neighbor secretly recorded them in their home 
for more than 5 years.  Now he's headed to prison for a long time. But as fox 5's doug evans reports, there is nothing 
that can restore what this couple lost.

9/28/17                5/6pm                3:30
Fox 5 was there as a stand-off in southwest Atlanta ended peacefully after nearly five hours.  Police called the swat 
team and hostage negotiators to Saint Johns Avenue after reports of a gunman barricaded inside a home. People who 
lived nearby were scared to see the swat team in the streets of their neighborhood. Police say this all started as a 
domestic dispute between a father and son.

9/28/17                10/11pm                 3:40
Take a good look at the sketch on your screen. It's a man police want to speak with... In connection with a sexual 
assault investigation. That sexual assault happened earlier this month on Rosser street in northwest Atlanta.
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9/29/17                    5/6/10/11pm       12:30
Police have captured the man they say shot and killed one officer -- and wounded another. Seth Brandon Spangler is 
now  Polk county jail. Officers say Spangler shot two Polk county officers. One was killed.The other was hit in the 
bullet-proof vest -- and not seriously injured. Other officers immediately arrested a woman who was with Spangler -
- and set off a massive search for him.

9/29/17                     5/10pm                   4:10
A 19 year old is behind bars charged with robbing cab drivers Jonesboro police made the arrest this afternoon. But 
police say he wasn't committing these crimes alone.

9/29/17                    5/6/10/11pm                9:15
He didn't save 15 percent on his car insurance -- but he did earn a trip right to jail. Clayton county police say 
Octaviuos Weems wrote a hold up note on the back side of Geico bill when he robbed a bank. And when police 
caught up with him -- they say he told them what he did with the money -- and it's probably not what you would 
expect.

 9/29/17               10/11pm                           4:15
The Fulton County district attorney has issued an urgent plea for help in finding a man he's calling a *dangerous 
killer.* Earlier, Maurice Nesbitt was convicted of murdering his girlfriend Rashawn Jackson in 2014. But he never 
showed up to hear his guilty verdict. 

FAMILY/YOUTH/STUDENT

7/4/17 8AM 3:05
 A cast of hundreds puts on the spectacular at Centennial Olympic Park’s July 4th Celebration:  we catch up with 
singer Algebra Bassett who is best known for th e2013 hit “Nobody But You”

7/5/17 5A & 7A 3:20
The Alternative Baseball Organization, a developmental baseball program for teens and adults with autism and 
special needs,  is gearing up for the 2nd Annual Alternative Baseball All-Star Game

7/5/17 8A & 9A 2:50
The Alvin Alley Dance company offers a special free summer camp for aspiring dancers.  More than one-hundred 
young dancers in middle school get professional guidance in this six-week camp for free.

07/5/17 10p/11p 3:00
It was a once in a lifetime career moment -- A couple of Douglasville police officers were making a traffic stop early 
this morning, when they came across an expecting mother in need. Those officers stepped up to help in a frantic 
situation.

07/06/17 5p/6p 3:00
Four years ago this month a Lawrenceville man received a new chance at life.  He had been on a kidney transplant 
list for years. Finally, he got the call.  A kidney was ready, but he learned the organ would come from a 10-year old 
boy who had died. Today, for the first time, he met that little boy's mother.  

7/7/17 8A & 9A 4:30
Etowah Indian Grounds encompass acres of history and learning in north Georgia.  The historic site hosts an annual 
event featuring many aspects of the Native American experience. The site was once home to Native Americans 
between 1000 AD-1550 AD.

7/10/17 8A & 9A 3:45
Legend of Bigfoot explored at a north Georgia museum featuring exhibit----Expedition: Bigfoot.  We take a closer 
look at the 4000 square foot attraction in Cherry Log, GA
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7/11/17 9A 3:30
Kid chefs from a local Boys & Girls Club of Metro Atlanta stop by to show off their winning salsa recipe as they 
prepare for this year’s citywide competition.   The contest is designed to showcase the clubs cooking and gardening 
programs and show the importance of healthy nutrition for children.

7/13/17 8A & 9A 4:00
Malibu Norcross celebrates the summer at this waterpark with Club Splash----a great place for the whole family to 
cool down in the summer heat

7/13/17 9A 3:30
Ford Fry’s 9th Annual Attack of the Killer Tomato Festival is designed to celebrate Georgia Organics and field to 
table courtesy Georgia farms

7/13/17 9A 4:00
Busch Gardens, FL brings some of their menagerie to our studios as they celebrate the summer season

7/14/17 8A & 9A 3:45
Course des Garcons de Café is a fund-raising event focused on a unique race between waiter/waitresses.  It is hosted 
by the non-profit The Industry Fund to benefit the Giving Kitchen.

07/14/17 5p/6p 3:30
A Peachtree City mother is thankful her son is alive after a horrible accident on a golf cart.
She says he is alive because of the bravery and quick thinking of his 14-year old friend.  

7/17/17 8A & 9A 3:35
Six Flags Over Georgia---announces the end of an era as it announces its wooden coaster “Cyclone” will be retired 
at the end of the month to make room for something NEW.

7/18/17 8A & 9A 4:00
Douglas County History museum is a storehouse of  unique and one-of-a kind artifacts showcasing the county 
through the years---everything from  veteran tributes and African-American history to lunch box collections and 
children’s phonographs

7/19/17 8A & 9A 3:30
The sweetest of summer camps---as we visit a chocolatier that offers a kids camp featuring making chocolate

7/19/2017 6P/11P 3:30
From the home of the braves to the home of the Georgia State panthers, GSU officials have set the date they plan to 
be done with the renovations to Turner Field. The goal is to be finished by the panther’s home opener August 31st 
against Tennessee State. 

7/19/2017 10P/11P 2:40
A woman spotted a bad car crash involving a sheriff’s deputy and stopped to help. The deputy was in bad shape and 
had a large cut on his head and was seconds away from blacking out. Now, he’s reaching out to the public to track 
down the driver who came to his rescue. 

7/20/17 8A & 9A 4:10
A “cool” way to take in some of the best Georgia has to offer during the summer----none better  than getting on the 
river---with a kayak class----including guided trips to various state parks or destinations.

7/23/2017 10P/11P 3:40
He survived a devastating spinal cord injury, but not a Cartersville Man has hit another stumbling block. Jason 
Smith says someone stole the wheelchair accessible van right out of his driveway. And now, he has no way to get to 
work.
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7/26/17 8A & 9A 3:15
Local swimmers train for upcoming open swim event on Lake Allatoona to benefit the Aflac Cancer and Blood 
Disorder Centers at Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta

7/31/17 8A & 9A 4:00
Beating the summer heat at Terminus Wake Park----today we take a look at new attraction the Aqua Park that 
features inflatable obstacles, trampoline, swinging catapults, ladders and slippery bridges.

8/01/17 10p/11p 3:00
A picture-perfect moment for the Peachtree city community tonight as their little league team holds up the state 
championship banner. They will represent Georgia at this weekend's southeast regional tournament in the hopes of 
moving on to the little league world series later this month.  

8/2/17 8A & 9A 3:45
Upcoming weekend festival in Cornelia, GA celebrates all things Elvis “The King” Pressley

8/02/17 10p/11p 3:10
It's a once in a lifetime event. For the first time in 99 years there will be a coast to coast total eclipse of the sun 
across the u-s. Here in Georgia many school systems are preparing for the august 21st eclipse. Many school districts 
are delaying dismissal times., or canceling all together. 

8/6/17 10p/11p 3:00
Today marks one month since the tragic car crash on interstate 75 that severely injured a young girl. 
Jacie (jay-see) Williamson has spent weeks in the hospital fighting for her life.. 

8/8/17 5A & 7A 2:35
A homeless woman turns her life around and opens a successful fitness center

8/9/17 8A & 9A 3:40
A professional wrestling training facility opens in Atlanta---to provide both an outlook for would-be future stars or 
just the amateur looking to be healthy and learn more about the sport.

8/9/17 10p/11p 3:00
Changes to one school district's dress code are ruffling some skirts tonight. With parents and students saying they're 
nearly impossible to follow. Denise, a number of students have been sent home already and school just started.

8/14/17 8A & 9A 4:00
Serenbe Playhouse brings 1930’s Germany to Georgia----with a production of Cabaret at its outdoor location

8/15/17 8A & 9A 3:50
Back to School fashions at KIDsignments Fall Sale

8/16/17 8A & 9A 4:30
A major renovation at the iconic “Big Chicken” in Marietta----built in 1963 this Atlanta landmark is in the lore of 
the metro area---and now after a $2 million dollar reno---we take a closer look at the new and old (historic) parts of  
the complex

8/17/17 8A & 9A 3:20
A visit to the architecturally rich and brand new BAPS Shri Swaminarayan Mandir---the Mandir is the Hindu place 
of worship and this building is stunning.  Made with Turkish limestone, Italian marble and Indian pink sandstone. 
The building is open to visitors who want to explore the massive, intricately detailed structure and surround 
property.  

8/18/17 9A 1:00
We get a quick tutorial about watching the solar eclipse at one of the man State parks in the path
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8/21/17                  10/11pm                4:35
Outrage from a mother tonight after a school loses her five-year-old special needs son. She says it happened this 
afternoon at Dekalb County's Columbia Elementary. And it turns out...This is the second time he's wandered off 
campus.

8/22/17 8A & 9A 4:00
SUP Yoga—that’s Stand-up Paddle Board yoga----that’s right!  It’s a workout that takes the balance, breathing, and 
precise posing of yoga and puts them on the water---on a paddle board.

8/23/17 8A & 9A 3:45
College Football HOF put on a special exhibit as we gear up for Kick-Off weekend.  “Attic Treasures” is a moited-
time exhibit which features unique items that help tell the story of college football, all donated by players, family 
members and schools

8/24/17 8A 2:55
The Freeze:  some in-game entainment at Sun Trust Park includes a stadium field crew member who portrays “The 
Freeze” during games as fans and guest runners challenge him to race around the warning track---this young man is 
also an aspiring track athlete.

8/25/17 8A & 9A 4:00
The 54th Atlanta Model Train and Railroad Show & Sale at the Infinite Energy Center rolls into town

8/28/17 8A & 9A 3:45
Gearing up for the annual DragonCon event in downtown Atlanta this Labor Day Weekend----a key stop may be the 
legenday costume shop

8/29/17 9A 2:40
Michael Jackson’s choreographer stops by for a visit

8/29/17               10/11pm       4:20
A child, tattooed during a party. Deputies say the child-- just 12-years-old—has a message forever etched in her 
skin. Even more disturbing-- Coweta county deputies tell us the girl's mother knew about it-- even giving an aspiring 
artist permission to practice on her daughter during a party.  The artist and mother are both facing charges.

8/31/17                          5/6/10/11pm          8:25
Police call him a "miracle child." A newborn baby boy with his umbilical cord still attached was abandoned at a 
medical clinic in Chamblee. He was left in a gym bag and survived for hours without anyone knowing he was there. 
A cleaning crew finally realized there was a baby in the bag. 

8/31/17                     6pm      2:35
It's an 18-second video that's getting a lot of attention on social media.A fight breaks out between four girls in a 
hallway at Lithia Springs High School. In a portion of the video you see a male teacher lying on top of the students 
with his arm around her neck.  But authorities don't feel the teacher is in the wrong, nor will he be charged.The 
sheriff's office says the public doesn't have the full version. 

8/31/17 7A/8A/9A 2:00
Max & Canine Assistants talk about being ready for any natural disaster or weather event when it comes to caring 
for your pets---Plus what Canine Assistants is doing to help animals affected by Harvey

9/1/17 8A 3:45
Peach Bowl president/CEO is here to talk about College Football Kick-Off weekend in Atlanta

9/1/17 8A & 9A 3:30
A preview of DragonCon-----set to be the biggest and largest attended event ever this year-drawing more than 
80,000 participants this year for the 31st Annual event
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9/1/17 9A 2:00
Pike Nursery expert shows us about some plants and flowers we can including in our landscaping to attract some of 
the approximately 350 species of birds that live in Georgia.

9/4/17 7A & 9A 3:00
Labor Day facts and figures: First observed in 1882 in NYC----it was well received and by 1894 half of the US was 
observing the “workingmens’ holiday”. We take a closer look at history and facts

9/5/17 8A & 9A 4:15
Sweetwater Creek State Park---a new project will make public access available for the ruins of the New Manchester 
Manufacturing Company---and old textile mill found on the creek

9/6/17 8A & 9A 3:50
Annual Yellow Daisy Festival celebrates its 49th year at Stone Mountain Park:  The festival includes more than 400 
artists from across the country-----for the weekend that has been drawing arts & crafts fans for nearly half a century.

9/06/17                     5/6pm                4:05
A shake up at the Butts county sheriff's office now that there's a new sheriff in town-
He's only five years old, but he's making his rounds-even detaining several people Friday night at a football game.

9/8/17 7A 2:50
Guns To Art event----raising awareness and funds for gund safety

9/8/17 8A & 9A 4:00
HGTV Cousins are in town for the 34th Annual Fall Atlanta Home Show and Outdoor Living Expo

9/13/17 5p/6p 3:00
Major stress... In the middle of a monster storm. Hurricane Irma put a lot of people in a tough spot.
But imagine riding out the storm without power...With trees down all around you...And *then,* suddenly going into 
labor.Tonight.... a local couple is counting their blessings after a big surprise during the height of the storm.

9/19/17 5A & 8A 2:00
Noah’s story: A local boy with autism is part of a national public relations campaign focusing on autism awareness

9/19/17 8A & 9A 3:50
Celebrating the fall family maze at Corn Dawgs

9/20/17 8A & 9A 4:00
Couture for Kids:  a big fund-raiser for the Georgia Chapter of the Pediatric Brain Tumor Foundation----featuring 
young men and women who get model makeovers---the models-in –training have been diagnosed with a brain tumor

9/22/17                 5/10/11pm 7:25
A controversy over prayer. tackled on the  football field tonight. And it's playing out right across the Georgia line in 
Lee County, Alabama. The school district is calling for an end to a long-standing tradition of student-led prayer 
before home football games—but parents in the Phenix City school held a prayer protest. 

9/22/17                     10/11pm        4:55
A rally, on the campus of Georgia Tech today In honor of the life of student Scout Schultz. Schultz died over the 
weekend after a confrontation with Georgia Tech police.

9/28/17 9A 3:45
Dianna “Coach D” Williams from Lifetime Network show “Bring It” stops by for a new grand opening and talks 
about local casting for ATL area moms and kids for her show
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Wednesday’s Child 

07/05/17                                                                                   6PM 2:10   
Zach/Malibu Grand Prix 
Wednesday's Child Zach is just like your typical teenager. He loves going places, sports and video games. But he 
says he would love the share that type experience with a family.

07/19/17                                                                                   6PM 2:23   
Angel/Stone Mountain 
Wednesday's child Angel loves being outside and taking it all in. The 9-year-old is non-verbal and has 
developmental delays, but she doesn't let that stop her. We spend the day and learned what type of forever family 
would be ideal for her.

08/02/17                                                                                   6PM 2:40
Keiana/Cooking
Wednesday's Child Keiana loves spending a lot of her time in the kitchen. The 14-year-old also loves being outside 
and playing soccer with her friends. But what she would really love is to hang out with a forever family.

08/16/17                                                                                   6PM 2:23
Sibling Group/Nature Center
Four Wednesday's Child siblings have one goal and thats to find a family who will take them in and love them. They 
are great kids who simply ended up in a bad situation, forcing them into foster care.

0830/17                                                                                   6PM 2:02
Quarmir/Radio Station 
You may hear this week's Wednesday's Child on the radio one day. 14-year-old Quamir had an amazing opportunity 
to become a radio host for the day.

09/13/17                                                                                   6PM 2:26
Nakayla, Miracle and Artecia
Three Wednesday's Child sisters have different personalities but all have the same goal...and that's to find a mom 
and dad. We spent the day dancing with Nakayla, Miracle and Artecia and realized a family would be lucky to add 
them to their family.

09/27/17                                                                                   6PM 2:40
Azelea/Razzle Dazzle
In this week's Wednesday's Child we introduce you to a teen who describes herself as a girly-girl! Azelea has been 
in foster care for five years and wants a mother took look up to.

The Georgia Gang

Sunday, July 9, 2017
Georgia is the only state in the union that does not contribute to transit systems. Georgia needs to take a legislative 
look at transit systems. The rural Georgia vs urban Georgia divide is beginning to break down in the Georgia 
legislature due to the need that needs to be fulfilled. Half the population of the state is in the metro Atlanta area, and 
state money will need to be spent. MARTA is the largest rail system in the country that does not have any state 
funding matching it. A commission is being put together to put transit at the forefront, expanded beyond the metro 
counties, showing this state is in a progressive state where Democrats and Republicans are working together to 
expand transit.

John Albers, state senator from Roswell, is looking for ways to explore capping property taxes, specifically in 
Fulton County. Another part of the bill will not provide an exception for seniors, and at the meeting he didn’t pursue 
it. The general assembly’s interference in Fulton County affairs is not needed. There is a mechanism in place to 
lower those assessments; use that mechanism. 
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Sunday, July 16, 2017
Grady announces a huge expansion, a new tower on the downtown campus and more AIDS care on Ponce, and 
asking Fulton County and DeKalb County to pay half with the other half coming from the private sector. Grady is 
making an imprint on the community and is not an indigent hospital anymore, and a lot of people are realizing that. 
It has one of the best burn centers in the nation. The plaguing question is should other neighboring counties be 
participating and contributing as there have been efforts by the Fulton and Dekalb commissions to reduce the 
payments to Grady because they have become burdensome.

Sunday, July 23, 2017
Atlanta murders are down substantially from 2016. The new chief of police gets credit along with the mayor. 
They’ve taken thousands of guns off the streets, which is fundamental in getting the crime rate down, hence 
lowering the homicide rate. Interestingly enough, DeKalb has more homicides than Atlanta.
Crime was by a light margin the biggest concern for residents in new mayoral poll, though majority felt safe in the 
city of Atlanta.

Sunday, July 30, 2017
GALEO (Georgia Latin elected officials) is challenging Gwinnett cities regarding their ballots not being in English 
and the websites not being in Spanish. It’s actually a federal law if they have to do that, an amendment to the voting 
rights act where if there’s a certain percentage in a municipality or subdivision of a language group, bilingual 
election materials. The requirement for US citizenship is proficiency in English. Assistance is provided at any 
polling place if voters need help, so this challenge is unnecessary because voting can’t be done with a non-English 
ballot.

Sunday, August 6, 2017
It’s been an ongoing discussion as to what happens to the nuclear plants, two of them under construction near 
Augusta. Georgia Power has to make some decisions about that, forced in part by the decision by SCANNA and the 
state of South Carolina to abandon two potential nuclear reactors on their side. The bad news is the delay in the cost 
overruns. But, the good news is the CEO of Southern Company says that it’s a go-ahead, it’s going to be seamless, 
the workers are still working, and the timeline is being extended. 

The Senate Transit Committee met this week, and Brandon Beach from Alpharetta again raised the idea of a 
multimodal terminal in the railroad gulch. He made the point, which made the headlines, that cited Union Station in 
Washington, DC, is a major transportation hub, and why can’t we have a Union Station in Atlanta. There was a 
House Commission on Transit, and it is doing studies and coming out with plans, and finally getting the right set of 
studies and proposals. Georgia is the only state that does not contribute to transit. The metro has added over a 
million people in the last decade, and another estimated five-to-six million is expected in the next decade. The rural 
legislators have to change their tune about transit.

Sunday, August 13, 2017
Higher education is beginning to drive a lot of economic activity. Georgia Tech seeks $63m to expand into Cobb 
and Lockheed Martin. This could be a sign of the future. This venture provides employment, education for better 
employment for people to make a better living, research and innovation, and also a replacement for the war planes 
that aren’t needed anymore.

Emory and the CDC annexation into the city of Atlanta takes more twists and turns. State representative Beth Beskin 
coins term “hybrid citizens,” who are Atlantans that would play city of Atlanta taxes to the local government but 
Dekalb County school taxes. It may not be legal for those living in different jurisdictions. The argument is that all 
school boarders must touch the cities they’re in. Though an issue, the number affected is very small – less than 10.

Sunday, September 3, 2017
Statue of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. is unveiled in moving ceremony. It was a feel-good moment and historic 
occasion for the city. The governor said that he declared it symbolized the evolved mindset of our state as we 
continue to reconcile our history and our hearts. 
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Sunday, September 10, 2017
There’s a delay with the Emory and others annexation into the city of Atlanta. The action on the part of Dekalb 
County government; it asked for arbitration, which is going to take place. After that, there should be some progress. 
This bigger story is that Atlanta Public Schools want to be part of the arbitration. 

Sunday, September 17, 2017
Irma was big enough to cause damage from Fla. Keys to North Carolina, including much of Georgia. There were 
power outages in Georgia for so many for several days. DeKalb County was hit hardest, with schools out until 
Friday. The county’s old growth, older homes, and the direction of the storm, made it devastating. Georgia Power 
says 95% of 1.5 million outages will be repaired by Saturday night.  

With the Equifax breach, it is suggested for everyone to get an immediate credit freeze. Equifax is blaming it on the 
software company, but the software company said that Equifax didn’t run the fix that was sent to them months ago. 
After going public, the response was not very precise and muddled. There may be congressional and legislative 
probe into the hack.

Sunday, September 17, 2017
Georgia’s economic news is terrific, and it could get much better. There’s a hunt for a location Amazon and its 50k 
jobs, Accenture adds 800 jobs in Midtown, and One Trust adds 500. The governor touts 30k jobs this year. 
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Community Affairs
Issue-Oriented Community Projects

July - September 2017

May – August
MUST Ministries Summer Lunch Program

Thousands of children who normally eat free and reduced cost lunches at school are home during the summer 
with little or no food. Most are children of minimum wage workers who must leave their young ones in the care 
of a neighbor or older child. 

This critical situation is overcome in part with the effective MUST Summer Lunch Program. Every weekday for 
10 weeks, sack lunches are packed and hand delivered to targeted locations suggested by school counselors 
throughout the area. Bartow, Cherokee, Cobb, Forsyth, Gwinett, North Fulton, Paulding, and Pickens counties 
are all in the Summer Lunch network where staff, volunteers and donors bring daily meals to grateful children.

As the exclusive television sponsor, FOX 5 Helping Hands provided an extended PSA schedule, website 
presence, social media and related stories by an Anchor.  More than 275,830 were served. 

September 
American Heart Association – HEART WALK

The American Heart Association held its annual Metro Atlanta Heart Walk on September 24, 2016.  The walk 
encourages people to become more physically active and employers to be catalysts for change in creating a healthier 
culture within the work environment.  In addition to FOX 5 other corporate sponsors included Delta, Emory, United 
Healthcare and others.

As the exclusive television sponsor, FOX 5 Helping Hands provided an extended PSA schedule, involved our on-air 
anchor staff during the day of the walk, website presence, social media and related stories by our Health Reporter.  
More than 15,000 walkers participated and over $2.4 million was raised.


